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PREAMBLE 

Protection of the public is the highest priority for the Medical Board of California (Board) 
in exercising its licensing, regulatory, and disciplinary functions. The Board recognizes 
that principles of high-quality medical practice and California law dictate that the people 
of California have access to appropriate, safe and effective pain management. The 
application of up-to-date knowledge and treatment modalities can help to restore function 
and thus improve the quality of life for patients who suffer from pain, particularly chronic 
pain. 

In 1994, the Medical Board of California formally adopted a policy statement titled, 
“Prescribing Controlled Substances for Pain.” This was used to provide guidance to 
physicians prescribing controlled substances. Several legislative changes since 1994 
necessitated revising these guidelines; most recently in 2007. 

In November 2011, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention declared 
prescription drug abuse to be a nationwide epidemic. Drug overdose is now the leading 
cause of accidental deaths, exceeding deaths due to motor vehicle accidents. A 
majority of those overdose deaths involved prescription drugs. The diversion of opioid 
medications to non-medical uses has also contributed to the increased number of 
deaths, although the problem is not limited to the aberrant, drug-seeking patient. 
Injuries are occurring among general patient populations, with some groups at high risk, 
(e.g., those with depression). Consequently, the Board called for revision of the 
guidelines to provide additional direction to physicians who prescribe controlled 
substances for pain. 

These guidelines are intended to help physicians improve outcomes of patient care and 
to prevent overdose deaths due to opioid use. They particularly address the use of 
opioids in the long-term treatment of chronic pain. Opioid analgesics are widely 
accepted as appropriate and effective for alleviating moderate-to-severe acute pain, 
pain associated with cancer, and persistent end-of-life pain. 1 Although some of the 
recommendations cited in these guidelines might be appropriate for other types of pain, 
they are not meant for the treatment of patients in hospice or palliative care settings and 
are not in any way intended to limit treatment where improved function is not anticipated 
and pain relief is the primary goal. These guidelines underscore the extraordinary 
complexity in treating pain and how long-term opioid therapy should only be conducted 
in practice settings where careful evaluation, regular follow-up, and close supervision 
are ensured. Since opioids are only one of many options to mitigate pain, and because 
prescribing opioids carries a substantial level of risk, these guidelines offer several non-
opioid treatment alternatives. These guidelines are not intended to mandate the 
standard of care. The Board recognizes that deviations from these guidelines will occur 
and may be appropriate depending upon the unique needs of individual patients. 
Medicine is practiced one patient at a time and each patient has individual needs and 
vulnerabilities. Physicians are encouraged to document their rationale for each 

1 California Medical Association (Prescribing Opioids: Care amid Controversy, March 2014). 
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prescribing decision. Physicians should understand that if one is ever the subject of a 
quality of care complaint, peer expert review will be sought by the Board. The expert 
reviewer must consider the totality of circumstances surrounding the physician’s 
prescribing practice (e.g., issues relating to access of care, paucity of referral sources, 
etc.) Specifically, experts are instructed to “define the standard of care in terms of the 
level of skill, knowledge, and care in diagnosis and treatment ordinarily possessed and 
exercised by other reasonably careful and prudent physicians in the same or similar 
circumstances at the time in question.”2 

In an effort to provide physicians with as many sources of information as possible, these 
guidelines link to numerous references relating to prescribing. Additionally, numerous 
appendices are attached. The Board recognizes that some of the links/appendices may 
not be consistent with either each other or the main text of the guidelines. The intent for 
including as many sources of information as practicable is so that physicians can 
consider varying perspectives to arrive at the best patient-appropriate treatment 
decision. The Board does not endorse one treatment option over another and 
encourages physicians to undertake independent research on this continuously evolving 
subject matter. 

UNDERSTANDING PAIN 

The diagnosis and treatment of pain is integral to the practice of medicine. In order to 
cautiously prescribe opioids, physicians must understand the relevant pharmacologic 
and clinical issues in the use of such analgesics, and carefully structure a treatment 
plan that reflects the particular benefits and risks of opioid use for each individual 
patient. Such an approach should be employed in the care of every patient who 
receives long-term opioid therapy. 

The California Medical Association3 has defined and clarified key concepts relating to 
pain, excerpted below: 

Pain: The definition of pain proposed by the International Association for the Study of 
Pain is “an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or 
potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage.” It has also been said 
that “Pain is what the patient says it is.” Both definitions acknowledge the subjective 
nature of pain and are reminders that, with the rare exception of patients who 
intentionally deceive, a patient’s self-report and pain behavior are likely the most reliable 
indicators of pain and pain severity. As a guide for clinical decision-making, however, 
both of these definitions are inadequate. In addition, it is important to remember that 
the subjectivity of pain, particularly when the cause is not apparent, can lead to the 
stigmatization of those with pain. 

2 Medical Board of California Expert Reviewer Guidelines (rev. January, 2013) 
3 California Medical Association (Prescribing Opioids: Care amid Controversy, March 2014). 
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Acute and Chronic Pain: Traditionally, pain has been classified by its duration. In this 
perspective, “acute” pain is relatively short-duration, arises from obvious tissue injury, 
and usually fades with healing. “Chronic” pain, in contrast, has been variously defined 
as lasting longer than would be anticipated for the usual course of a given condition, or 
pain that lasts longer than arbitrary cut-off times, such as 3 or 6 months. Temporal pain 
labels, however, provide no information about the biological nature of the pain itself, 
which is often of critical importance. 

Nociceptive and Neuropathic Pain: A more useful nomenclature classifies pain on the 
basis of its patho-physiological process. Nociceptive pain is caused by the activation of 
nociceptors, and is generally, though not always, short-lived and is associated with the 
presence of an underlying medical condition. It is a “normal” process; a physiological 
response to an injurious stimulus. Nociceptive pain is a symptom. Neuropathic pain, on 
the other hand, results either from an injury to the nervous system or from inadequately-
treated nociceptive pain. It is an abnormal response to a stimulus; a pathological 
process. It is a neuro-biological disease. Neuropathic pain is caused by abnormal 
neuronal firing in the absence of active tissue damage. It may be continuous or 
episodic and varies widely in how it is perceived. Neuropathic pain is complex and can 
be difficult to diagnose and to manage because available treatment options are limited. 

A key aspect of both nociceptive and neuropathic pain is the phenomenon of 
sensitization, which is a state of hyper-excitability in either peripheral nociceptors or 
neurons in the central nervous system. Sensitization may lead to either hyperalgia or 
allodynia. Sensitization may arise from intense, repeated or prolonged stimulation of 
nociceptors, or from the influence of compounds released by the body in response to 
tissue damage or inflammation. Importantly, many patients – particularly those with 
persistent pain --- present with “compound” pain that has both nociceptive and 
neuropathic components, a situation which complicates assessment and treatment. 

Differentiating between nociceptive and neuropathic pain is critical because the two 
respond differently to pain treatments. Neuropathic pain, for example, typically 
responds poorly to both opioid analgesics and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug 
(NSAID) agents. Other classes of medications, such as anti-epileptics, antidepressants 
or local anesthetics, may provide more effective relief for neuropathic pain. 

Cancer and Non-Cancer Pain:  Pain associated with cancer is sometimes given a 
separate classification, although it is not distinct from a patho-physiological perspective. 
Cancer-related pain includes pain caused by the disease itself and/or painful diagnostic 
or therapeutic procedures [and the sequelae of those processes]. The treatment of 
cancer-related pain may be influenced by the life expectancy of the patient, by co-
morbidities and by the fact that such pain may be of exceptional severity and duration. 
A focus of recent attention by the public, regulators, legislators, and physicians has 
been chronic pain that is not associated with cancer. A key feature of such pain, which 
may be caused by conditions such as musculoskeletal injury, lower back trauma and 
dysfunctional wound healing, is that the severity of pain may not correspond well to 
identifiable levels of tissue damage. 
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Tolerance, Dependence and Addiction: Related to the nomenclature of pain itself is 
continuing confusion not only among the public, but also in the medical community, 
about terms used to describe the effects of drugs on the brain and on behavior. To help 
clarify and standardize understanding, the American Society of Addiction Medicine 
(ASAM), the American Academy of Pain Medicine (AAPM) and the American Pain 
Society (APS) have recommended the following definitions: 

Tolerance: A state of adaptation in which exposure to a drug induces changes 
that result in a diminution of one or more of the drugs’ effects over time. 

Physical Dependence: A state of adaptation that often includes tolerance and is 
manifested by a drug class-specific withdrawal syndrome that can be produced 
by abrupt cessation, rapid dose reduction, decreasing blood level of the drug 
and/or administration of an antagonist. 

Addiction: A primary, chronic, neurobiological disease, with genetic, 
psychosocial and environmental factors influencing its development and 
manifestations. It is characterized by behaviors that include one or more of the 
following: impaired control over drug use, compulsive use, continued use despite 
harm and craving. 

Pain as an Illness:  Finally, it may be helpful to point out that pain can be regarded as 
an illness as well as a symptom or a disease. “Illness” defines the impact a disease has 
on an organism and is characterized by epiphenomena or co-morbidities with bio-
psycho-social dimensions. Effective care of any illness, therefore, requires attention to 
all of these dimensions. Neuropathic pain, end-of-life pain and chronic pain should all 
be viewed as illnesses. 

SPECIAL PATIENT POPULATIONS 

All patients may experience pain. Below are treatment considerations for differing 
patient populations or scenarios. As previously addressed, these guidelines are 
intended to particularly address the use of opioids in the long-term treatment of chronic, 
non-cancer pain. However, since many of the recommendations cited in these 
guidelines might be appropriate for other types of pain, other scenarios are listed below 
to provide additional guidance in prescribing opioids, when appropriate. 

Acute Pain4 

Opioid medications should only be used for treatment of acute pain when the severity of 
the pain warrants that choice and after determining that other non-opioid pain 
medications or therapies likely will not provide adequate pain relief. When opioid 
medications are prescribed for treatment of acute pain, the number dispensed should 
be for a short duration and no more than the number of doses needed based on the 
usual duration of pain severe enough to require opioids for that condition. 

4 Utah Department of Health (Utah Clinical Guidelines on Prescribing Opioids for Treatment of Pain, 2009). 
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Long (and intermediate) duration-of-action opioids or extended-release/long-acting 
opioids (ER/LA) should not be used for treatment of acute pain, including post-operative 
pain, except in situations where monitoring and assessment for adverse effects can be 
conducted. Methadone is rarely, if ever, indicated for treatment of acute pain. The use 
of opioids should be re-evaluated carefully, including the potential for abuse, if 
persistence of pain suggests the need to continue opioids beyond the anticipated time 
period of acute pain treatment for that condition. 

It is important to emphasize that numerous (but not all) recommendations cited in 
these guidelines may not be relevant for the physician treating a patient for acute 
pain. For example, a physician treating a patient who presents to an emergency 
department or primary care physician with a medical condition manifested by objective 
signs (e.g., a fractured ulna or kidney stones discernible with imaging studies) would not 
necessarily need to undertake an opioid trial, perform a psychological assessment, 
utilize a pain management agreement, confer with the Prescription Drug Monitoring 
Program database, order a drug toxicology screen, etc. 

Emergency Departments 
Treating patients in an emergency department (ED) or urgent care clinic presents 
unique challenges in that, oftentimes, there is limited ability to procure adequate patient 
history and the primary physician is not available. Drug seeking patients may take 
advantage of this in order to secure controlled substances. 

The American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP) Clinical Policy - Critical Issues 
in the Prescribing of Opioids for Adult Patients in the Emergency Department 
(Appendix 1) - identifies acute low back pain as a common presenting complaint in the 
ED. Opioids are frequently prescribed, expected or requested for such presentations. 
Consequently, ACEP clinical policy recommends: 

(1) For the patient being discharged from the ED with acute low back pain, the 
emergency physician should ascertain whether non-opioid analgesics and non-
pharmacologic therapies will be adequate for initial pain management. 

(2) Given a lack of demonstrated evidence of superior efficacy of either opioid or 
non-opioid analgesics and the individual and community risks associated with 
opioid use, misuse, and abuse, opioids should be reserved for more severe pain 
or pain refractory to other analgesics rather than routinely prescribed. 

(3) If opioids are indicated, the prescription should be for the lowest practical dose 
for a limited duration (e.g.,<1 week), and the prescriber should consider the 
patient’s risk for opioid misuse, abuse, or diversion. 

For patients presenting to the ED with an acute exacerbation of non-cancer chronic 
pain, ACEP recommends the following: 

(1) Physicians should avoid the routine prescribing of outpatient opioids for a patient 
with an acute exacerbation of chronic non-cancer pain seen in the ED. 

(2) If opioids are prescribed on discharge, the prescription should be for the lowest 
practical dose for a limited duration (e.g., < 1 week), and the prescriber should 
consider the patient’s risk for opioid misuse, abuse, or diversion. 
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(3) The physician should, if practicable, honor existing patient-physician pain 
contracts/treatment agreements and consider past prescription patterns from 
information sources such as prescription drug monitoring programs. 

ACEP recommends that the use of a state prescription monitoring program may help 
identify patients who are at high risk for prescription opioid diversion or doctor shopping. 

End-of-Life Pain5 

Pain management at the end of life seeks to improve or maintain a patient’s overall 
quality of life in addition to relieving suffering. This focus is important because 
sometimes a patient may have priorities that compete with, or supersede, the relief of 
pain. For some patients, mental alertness sufficient to allow lucid interactions with loved 
ones may be more important than physical comfort. Optimal pain management, in such 
cases, may mean lower doses of an analgesic and the experience, by the patient, of 
higher levels of pain. 

Fear of inducing severe or even fatal respiratory depression may lead to the clinician6 

under-prescribing and reluctance by patients to take an opioid medication. Despite this 
fear, studies have revealed no correlation between opioid dose, timing of opioid 
administration and time of death in patients using opioids in the context of terminal 
illness. A consult with a specialist in palliative medicine in these situations may be 
advisable. 

Cancer Pain 
Pain is one of the most common symptoms of cancer, as well as being one of the most 
feared cancer symptoms. Opioid pain medications are the mainstay of cancer pain 
management, and are appropriate to consider for cancer patients with moderate to 
severe pain, regardless of the known or suspected pain mechanism. However, some 
cancer survivors with moderate-to-severe pain may additionally or alternatively benefit 
from the use of non-opioid treatments, and opioids may not be necessary. Other 
treatments such as surgeries, radiation therapy, and other procedures may provide 
sufficient pain relief so that opioids are not necessary. 

ER/LA opioid formulations may lessen the inconvenience associated with the use of 
short-acting opioids. Patient-controlled analgesia using an ambulatory infusion device 
may provide optimal patient control and effective analgesia. The full range of adjuvant 
medications should be considered for patients with cancer pain, with the caveat that 
such patients are often on already complicated pharmacological regimens, which raises 
the risk of adverse reactions associated with polypharmacy.7 

5 California Medical Association (Prescribing Opioids: Care amid Controversy, March 2014). 
6 The term “clinician” throughout the document means “physician.” 
7 California Medical Association (Prescribing Opioids: Care amid Controversy, March 2014). 
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Older Adults 
With appropriate precautions opioid therapy for elderly patients can be efficacious. It is 
important to begin with lower starting doses, slower titration, longer dosing intervals, 
and more frequent monitoring. Tapering of benzodiazepines is important to reduce the 
potential for respiratory depression. 

For additional information, see Appendix 2. 

Pediatric Patients 
Extreme caution should be used in prescribing opioids for pediatric patients. A trial of 
opioid therapy may be considered with well-defined somatic or neuropathic pain 
conditions when non-opioid alternatives have failed or are unlikely to be effective for 
acute pain. Additionally, close monitoring and consultation should be undertaken. 

For additional information, see Appendix 3. 

Pregnant Women 
Clinicians should encourage minimal or no use of opioids during pregnancy unless the 
potential benefits clearly outweigh risks. Pregnant patients taking long-term opioid 
therapy should be tapered to the lowest effective dose slowly enough to avoid 
withdrawal symptoms, and then therapy should be discontinued if possible. 

Additional information on the appropriate use of opioids for pregnant patients is 
available from the American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) 
committee opinion titled Opioid Abuse, Dependence, and Addiction in Pregnancy. 

Patients Covered by Workers’ Compensation8 

This population of patients presents its own unique circumstances. Injured workers are 
generally sent to an occupational medicine facility for treatment. Ideally, the injured 
worker recovers and returns to work in full capacity. If recovery or healing does not 
occur as expected, early triage and appropriate, timely treatment is essential to restore 
function and facilitate a return to work. 

The use of opioids in this population of patients can be problematic. Some evidence 
suggests that early treatment with opioids may actually delay recovery and a return to 
work. Conflicts of motivation may also exist in patients on workers’ compensation, such 
as when a person may not want to return to an unsatisfying, difficult or hazardous job. 
Clinicians are advised to apply the same careful methods of assessment, creation of 
treatment plans and monitoring used for other pain patients but with the added 
consideration of the psycho-social dynamics inherent in the workers’ compensation 
system. Injured workers should be afforded the full range of treatment options that are 
appropriate for the given condition causing the disability and impairment. 

8 California Medical Association (Prescribing Opioids: Care amid Controversy, March 2014). 
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For additional information on treating patients covered by Workers’ Compensation 
please see State of California Division of Workers’ Compensation Guideline for the Use 
of Opioids to Treat Work-Related Injuries. 

Patients with History of Substance Use Disorder9 

Use of opioids for patients with a history of substance use disorder is challenging 
because such patients are more vulnerable to drug misuse, abuse and addiction. In 
patients who are actively using illicit drugs, the potential benefits of opioid therapy are 
likely to be outweighed by potential risks, and such therapy should not be prescribed 
outside of highly controlled settings (such as an opioid treatment program with directly 
observed therapy). In other patients, the potential benefits of opioid therapy may 
outweigh potential risks. Although evidence is lacking on best methods for managing 
such patients, potential risks may be minimized by more frequent and intense 
monitoring compared with lower risk patients, authorization of limited prescription 
quantities and consultation or co-management with a specialist in addiction medicine. 
Clinicians should use the [Controlled Substance Utilization Review and Evaluation 
System (CURES)/Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PDMP)] CURES/PDMP to 
identify patients who obtain drugs from multiple sources. 

If either the patient’s medical history, self-report or scores on screening assessment 
tools such as the Opioid Risk Tool (Appendix 4) suggest an above-average risk of 
substance abuse, clinicians should consider the following steps in proceeding with a 
pain management strategy: 

• Exhaust all non-opioid pain management methodologies prior to considering 
opioid therapy; 

• Consult with a specialist in addiction medicine; 
• Create a written treatment plan and patient agreement and review carefully with 

the patient, obtaining their signed informed consent; 
• Closely monitor and assess pain, functioning and aberrant behaviors; 
• Regularly check with a PDMP for compliance with prescribed amounts of opioids 

(using cross-state PDMP systems whenever they are available); 
• While the patient is on long-term opioid therapy, implement urine drug testing, if 

possible; or 
• If misuse or abuse of opioid analgesics is suspected or confirmed, initiate a non-

confrontational in-person meeting, use a non-judgmental approach to asking 
questions, present options for referral, opioid taper/discontinuation or switching to 
non-opioid treatments, and avoid “abandoning” the patient or abruptly stopping 
opioid prescriptions. 

Psychiatric Patients 
A higher risk for deleterious side effects exists for patients with psychiatric diagnoses 
who are receiving opioid treatment. Opioids should only be prescribed for well-defined 

9 California Medical Association (Prescribing Opioids: Care amid Controversy, March 2014). 
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somatic   or   neuropathic   pain conditions.    Physicians   should titrate slowly,   closely   monitor   
the patient   and seek   consultation   from   the appropriate   specialist.   
 
Patients Prescribed  Benzodiazepines   
Patients   taking   benzodiazepines   and opioids   are at   an increased risk   for   respiratory   
depression,   particularly   elderly   patients.    Physicians   should consider   a trial   of   
benzodiazepine   tapering   in patients   concomitantly   using   opioids   or   other respiratory   
depressant   medications.    If   a trial   of   tapering   is   not   indicated or   is   unsuccessful,   opioids   
should   be titrated more   slowly   and at   lower   doses.    For   additional   information,   see    
Benzodiazepines:   How   They   Work   and How   to Withdraw.   

 
Patients Prescribed Methadone or  Buprenorphine for Treatment of  a Substance Use  
Disorder  
Patients   prescribed methadone   or   buprenorphine for   treatment   of   a substance use 
disorder   may   need relief   from   acute   and/or   chronic   pain,   beyond that   provided by   their   
maintenance   medication.   For   more information on pain relief   for   persons   on   methadone 
or   buprenorphine,   see   Acute Pain M anagement  for Patients  Receiving Maintenance  
Methadone or Buprenorphine Therapy.  

PATIENT EVALUATION AND RISK STRATIFICATION  
 
When   considering   long-term   use of   opioids   for   chronic,   non-cancer   pain,   given the 
potential   risks   of   opioid   analgesics,   careful   and thorough patient   assessment   is   critical.  
Risk   stratification is   one of   the   most   important   things   a physician can   do to mitigate   
potentially   adverse consequences   of   opioid   prescribing.   The nature and extent   of   the 
clinical   assessment   depends   on   the type of   pain and the context   in which it   occurs.    This   
includes   but   is   not   limited to:   

•   Completing a   medical   history   and physical   examination   (Appendix   5).     
•   Performing   a psychological   evaluation.     

o  Psychological   assessment   should include   risk   of   addictive disorders.  
Screening   tools   that   can be   considered   for   use include:   
 CAGE-AID (Appendix   6);    
 PHQ-9   (Appendix   7);    
 Opioid   Risk   Tool (ORT)   (Appendix   4);   and   
 SOAPP®-R   (Appendix   8).    
 Note:  Although   the   above-listed assessment   tools   are   well-

established with proven effectiveness,   physicians   must   be aware 
that   seasoned diverters   know   the right   answers   to these tools   so 
they   look   "normal."   

•   Establishing   a   diagnosis   and   medical   necessity   (review   past   medical   records,   
laboratory   studies,   imaging   studies,   etc.   and order   new   ones,   if   necessary   or if 
previous   studies   are outdated).    Screening   tools   that   can be considered for   use 
include:     

o    Pain Intensity and Interference (pain scale) (Appendix   9);   and    
o  Sheehan Disability   Scale.   

•   Exploring   non-opioid therapeutic   options.   
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Opioid medications may not be the appropriate first line of treatment for a 
patient with chronic pain. Other measures, such as non-opioid analgesics, non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), antidepressants, antiepileptic drugs, 
and non-pharmacologic therapies (e.g., physical therapy), should be tried and the 
outcomes of those therapies documented first. Opioid therapy should be 
considered only when other potentially safer and more effective therapies have 
proven inadequate. Resources that can be consulted include: 

o Therapeutic Options for Pain Management (Appendix 10); and 
o Non-Opioid Pain Management Tool (Appendix 11). 

• Evaluating both potential benefits and potential risks of opioid therapy. 
• Being cognizant of aberrant or drug seeking behaviors. 
• As a universal precaution, undertaking urine drug testing. 
• Reviewing the CURES/PDMP report for the patient. This allows a physician to 

check to see if a patient is receiving controlled substances from other prescribers 
in California (assuming the prescription is being filled at a California pharmacy). 

CONSULTATION  
 
The treating   physician should   seek   a consultation with,   or   refer   the   patient   to,   a pain,   
psychiatry, or   an addiction or   mental   health specialist   as   needed.   For   example,   a patient   
who has   a history   of   substance use disorder   or   a co-occurring   mental   health disorder   
may   require specialized assessment   and   treatment,   if   available.   
 
Physicians   who prescribe long-term   opioid therapy   should be familiar   with treatment   
options   for   opioid   addiction (including   those   available in licensed opioid treatment   
programs   [OTPs])   and those   offered by   an appropriately   credentialed and experienced 
physician through office-based opioid treatment   [OBOT]),   so   as   to make appropriate 
referrals   when needed.   
 
TREATMENT PLAN AND OBJECTIVES  
 
When considering long-term   use of   opioids   for   chronic,   non-cancer   pain,   the physician   
and the   patient   should develop treatment   goals   together.    The goals   of   pain treatment   
include reasonably   attainable   improvement   in pain and function;   improvement   in pain-
associated symptoms   such as   sleep   disturbance,   depression,   and anxiety;   and 
avoidance   of   unnecessary   or   excessive use of   medications.    Pain relief   is   important,   but   
it   is   difficult   to measure   objectively.    Therefore,   it   cannot   be   the primary   indicator   to 
assess   the success   of   the treatment.    Effective pain relief   improves   functioning,   
whereas   addiction decreases   functionality.    Effective means   of   achieving   these goals   
vary   widely,   depending   on the type and causes   of   the patient’s   pain,   other   concurrent   
issues,   and the   preferences   of   the physician and the patient.   
 
The treatment   plan and goals   should be established as   early   as   possible in the 
treatment   process   and revisited regularly,   so as   to provide clear-cut,   individualized 
objectives   to guide the choice of   therapies.   The treatment   plan   should contain 
information supporting   the selection   of   therapies,   both pharmacologic   (including   
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medications other than opioids) and non-pharmacologic. It also should specify 
measurable goals and objectives that will be used to evaluate treatment progress, such 
as relief of pain and improved physical and psychosocial function. 

The plan should document any further diagnostic evaluations, consultations or referrals, 
or additional therapies that have been considered. The treatment plan should also 
include an “exit strategy” for discontinuing opioid therapy in the event the tapering or 
termination of opioid therapy becomes necessary. 

PATIENT CONSENT 

When considering long-term use of opioids, or in other medically appropriate situations, 
the physician should discuss the risks and benefits of the treatment plan with the 
patient, with persons designated by the patient, or with the patient’s conservator if the 
patient is without medical decision-making capacity. If opioids are prescribed, the 
patient (and possibly family members, if appropriate) should be counseled on safe ways 
to store and dispose of medications. For convenience, patient consent and a pain 
management agreement can be combined into one document. 

Patient consent typically addresses: 
• The potential risks and anticipated benefits of long-term opioid therapy. 
• Potential side effects (both short- and long-term) of the medication, such as 

nausea, opioid-induced constipation, decreased libido, sexual dysfunction, 
hypogonadism with secondary osteoporosis (Gegmann et al., 2008) and 
cognitive impairment. 

• The likelihood that some medications will cause tolerance and physical 
dependence to develop. 

• The risk of drug interactions and over-sedation. 
• The risk of respiratory depression. 
• The risk of impaired motor skills (affecting driving and other tasks). 
• The risk of opioid misuse, dependence, addiction, and overdose. 
• The limited evidence as to the benefit of long-term opioid therapy. 

PAIN MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT 

Use of a pain management agreement is recommended for patients: 
• On short-acting opioids at the time of third visit within two months; 
• On long-acting opioids; or 
• Expected to require more than three months of opioids. 

Pain management agreements typically outline the joint responsibilities of the physician 
and the patient and should include: 

• The physician’s prescribing policies and expectations, including the number and 
frequency of prescription refills, as well as the physician’s policy on early refills 
and replacement of lost or stolen medications. 

Guidelines for Prescribing Controlled Substances for Pain - November 2014 Page 11 



         
    

        
      

 
         

      
         

      
        

     
         

          
   

            
     

     
     

 

 
  

 
         
       

     
 

 
         

      
         

      
         
   
     
         
    
         
   
     

 

                                                 
     

    

        
      

 
         

      
         

      
        

     
        

          
   

            
     

     
    

         
       

     
 

         
     

         
      
         
   
     
         
    
         
   
     

        

• Specific reasons for which drug therapy may be changed or discontinued 
(including violation of the policies and agreements spelled out in the treatment 
agreement). 

• The patient’s responsibility for safe medication use (e.g., by not using more 
medication than prescribed or using the opioid in combination with alcohol or 
other substances; storing medications in a secure location; and safe disposal of 
any unused medication to prevent misuse by other household members). 

• The patient’s agreement to share information with family members and other 
close contacts on how to recognize and respond to an opiate overdose, including 
administering an opioid antagonist, such as naloxone, if necessary.(Appendix 12) 

• The patient’s responsibility to obtain his or her prescribed opioids from only one 
physician or practice and one pharmacy. 

• The patient’s agreement to periodic drug testing (blood, urine, hair, or saliva). 
• The physician’s responsibility to be available or to have a covering physician 

available to care for unforeseen problems and to prescribe scheduled refills, if 
appropriate and in accordance with the patient’s pain management agreement. 

Samples   of   pain management   agreements:     
•   Patient   Pain Medication Agreement   and Consent   (Appendix   13)   
•   Treatment   Plan   Using   Prescription Opioids   (Appendix   14)   

COUNSELING PATIENTS ON OVERDOSE RISK AND RESPONSE 

Empirical evidence has shown that lay persons can be trained to recognize the signs of 
an opiate overdose and to safely administer naloxone, an opiate antagonist. Programs 
that have trained lay persons in naloxone administration have reported more than 
10,000 overdose reversals.10 

It is important to educate patients and family/caregivers about the danger signs of 
respiratory depression. Everyone in the household should know to summon medical 
help immediately if a person demonstrates any of the following signs while on opioids: 

• Snoring heavily and cannot be awakened. 
• Periods of ataxic (irregular) or other sleep-disordered breathing. 
• Having trouble breathing. 
• Exhibiting extreme drowsiness and slow breathing. 
• Having slow, shallow breathing with little chest movement or no breathing. 
• Having an increased or decreased heartbeat. 
• Feeling faint, very dizzy, confused or has heart palpitations. 
• Blue skin/lips. 
• Non-responsiveness to painful stimulation. 

10 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Community-based opioid overdose prevention programs providing 
naloxone-United States, 2010. Morbidity and mortality weekly report, February 17, 2012 / 61(06);101-105 
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Effective January 1, 2015, California pharmacists will be able to furnish an opioid 
overdose reversal drug in accordance with standardized procedures or protocols, 
naloxone, to family members of patients at risk for overdose, those who might be in 
contact with an individual at risk for overdose, or anyone who requests the drug without 
a prescription. 

SAMHSA’s Opiate Overdose Toolkit and Prescribe to Prevent contain numerous 
documents relating to overdose prevention and management. 

INITIATING OPIOID TRIAL 

Safer alternative treatments should be considered before initiating opioid therapy for 
chronic pain. Opioid therapy should be presented to the patient as a therapeutic trial or 
test for a defined period of time (usually no more than 45 days) and with specific 
evaluation points. The Long-Term Chronic Opioid Therapy Discontinuation Rates from 
the TROUP Study11 reveals that “[o]ver half of persons receiving 90 days of continuous 
opioid therapy remain on opioids years later. Factors most strongly associated with 
continuation were intermittent prior opioid exposure, daily opioid dose≥120 mg MED, 
and possible opioid misuse. Since high dose and opioid misuse have been shown to 
increase the risk of adverse outcomes, special caution is warranted when prescribing 
more than 90 days of opioid therapy in these patients.” 

The physician should explain that progress will be carefully monitored for both benefit 
and harm in terms of the effects of opioids on the patient’s level of pain, function, and 
quality of life, as well as to identify any adverse events or risks to safety. 

According to the California Medical Association:12 

Oral administration, especially for the treatment of chronic pain, is generally 
preferred because it is convenient, flexible and associated with stable drug levels. 
Intravenous administration provides rapid pain relief and, along with rectal, 
sublingual and subcutaneous administration, may be useful in patients who cannot 
take medications by mouth. Continuous infusions produce consistent drug blood 
levels but are expensive, require frequent professional monitoring and may limit 
patient mobility. 

Transdermal administration is a convenient alternate means of continuous drug 
delivery that does not involve needles or pumps. Patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) 
allows patients to self-administer pain medications and may be useful if analgesia is 
required for 12 hours or more and mobility is not required. Intrathecal delivery of 
opioids is a viable option for patients with chronic pain who have not responded to 
other treatment options, or for whom the required doses result in unacceptable 
side-effects. Patients with intrathecal delivery systems typically require ongoing 
ambulatory monitoring and supportive care. 

11 Journal of General Internal Medicine article (December 2011, Volume 26, Issue 12, pp 1450-1457). 
12 California Medical Association (Prescribing Opioids: Care amid Controversy, March 2014). 
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Patients on a steady dose of an opioid medication may experience pain that breaks 
through the analgesic effects of the steady-state drug. Paper or electronic pain 
diaries may help patients track these breakthrough episodes and spot correlations 
between the episodes and variables in their lives. A short-acting opioid is typically 
prescribed for treatment by patients with breakthrough pain. 

Continuation of opioid therapy after an appropriate trial should be based on 
outcomes such as: making progress toward functional goals; presence and nature 
of side effects; pain status; and a lack of evidence of medication misuse, abuse, or 
diversion. Patients with no, or modest, previous opioid exposure should be started 
at the lowest appropriate initial dosage of a short-acting opioid and titrated upward 
to decrease the risk of adverse effects. The selection of a starting dose and manner 
of titration are clinical decisions made on a case-by-case basis because of the 
many variables involved. Some patients, such as frail older persons or those with 
co-morbidities, may require an even more cautious therapy initiation. Short-acting 
opioids are usually safer for initial therapy since they have a shorter half-life and 
may be associated with a lower risk of overdose from drug accumulation. The 
general approach is to “start low and go slow.” 

Since opioids are known in some circumstances to worsen pain (hyperalgesia), 
instances of ongoing pain may suggest opioid insensitivity (or an inadequate dose). 
Careful assessment must be undertaken. If hyperalgesia is suspected, a dose 
reduction, opioid rotation or tapering to cessation could be considered. 

Dosing Recommendations For Opioid Naïve Patients 
There is a plethora of data available regarding recommended dosages for various 
analgesics. Because this is continuously evolving, physicians are encouraged to review 
the Food and Drug Administration’s website and other relevant information sources. 

Morphine Equivalent Dose (MED) 
There are differing opinions among reputable experts and organizations as to what 
MED should trigger a consultation. The Board recommends that physicians proceed 
cautiously (yellow flag warning) once the MED reaches 80 mg/day. Referral to an 
appropriate specialist should be considered when higher doses are contemplated. 
There is no absolute safe ceiling dose of opioids, however, and caution and monitoring 
are appropriate for applications of these medications. 

The patient should be seen more frequently while the treatment plan is being initiated 
and the opioid dose adjusted. As the patient is stabilized in the treatment regimen, 
follow-up visits may be scheduled less frequently. 

ONGOING PATIENT ASSESSMENT 

When a trial of an opioid medication is successful and the physician and patient decide 
to continue opioid therapy, regular review and monitoring should be undertaken for the 
duration of treatment. 

Guidelines for Prescribing Controlled Substances for Pain - November 2014 Page 14 



         
    

       
        

         
       
           

       
          

  
 

      
       

         
       

             
      

    
 

         
          

       
      

  
       

       
           

        
     

 
 

 
       

           
   

 
  

           
        

          

   
 

           
   

  
       

          
 

       
        

         
       
           

       
          

  

     
      

        
      

     
      

   

         
          

       
      

  
       

       
           

        
     

       
          

   

           
       

          
 

           
   

       
          

        

Continuation, modification or termination of opioid therapy for pain should be contingent 
on the physician’s evaluation of (1) evidence of the patient’s progress toward treatment 
objectives and (2) the absence of substantial risks or adverse events, such as overdose 
or diversion. A satisfactory response to treatment would be indicated by a reduced level 
of pain, increased level of function, and/or improved quality of life. Validated brief 
assessment tools that measure pain and function, such as the three-question “Pain, 
Enjoyment and General Activity” (PEG) scale or other validated assessment tools, may 
be helpful and time effective. 

Consider the 5-As method for chronic pain management assessment:  
Analgesia: the patient is experiencing a reduction in pain. 
Activity: the patient is demonstrating an improvement in level of function. 
Adverse: the patient is not experiencing side effects. 
Aberrance: the patient is complying with the pain management agreement and there 

are no signs of medication abuse or diversion. 
Affect:  the patient’s behavior and mood are appropriate. 

“Opioid rotation,” the switching from one opioid to another in order to better balance 
analgesia and side effects, may be used if pain relief is inadequate, if side effects are 
bothersome or unacceptable, or if an alternative route of administration is suggested. 
Opioid rotation must be done with great care, particularly when converting from an 
immediate-release formulation to an extended-release/long-acting (ER/LA) product. 
Equianalgesic charts, conversion tables and calculators must be used cautiously with 
titration and appropriate monitoring. Patients may exhibit incomplete cross-tolerance to 
different types of opioids because of differences in the receptors or receptor sub-types 
to which different opioids bind, hence physicians may want to use initially lower-than-
calculated doses of the switched-to opioid. 

COMPLIANCE MONITORING 

Physicians who prescribe opioids or other controlled substances for pain should ensure 
the provisions of a pain management agreement are being heeded. Strategies for 
monitoring compliance may include: 

CURES/PDMP Report 
The CURES/PDMP report can be useful in establishing whether or not an individual is 
receiving controlled substances from multiple prescribers. The CURES/PDMP report 
should be requested frequently for patients who are being treated for pain as well as 
addiction. 

Drug Testing 
A patient’s report of medication use is not always reliable; therefore, drug testing can be 
an important monitoring tool. 

Physicians need to be aware of the limitations of available tests (such as their limited 
sensitivity for many opioids) and take care to order tests appropriately. For example, 
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when a drug test is ordered, it is important to specify that it include the opioid being 
prescribed. Because of the complexities involved in interpreting drug test results, it is 
advisable to confirm significant or unexpected results with the laboratory toxicologist or 
a clinical pathologist. Urine toxicology tests can be compromised by variability and 
limitations in obtaining specimens, custody of specimens, laboratory methodologies and 
interpreting laboratory data. Laboratories vary in their testing methodologies, thresholds 
and standards. Results from drug screens may involve diverse drug classes and 
interpreting them requires clinical understanding well beyond opioids. 

“Variability may result from differences between laboratories. Some labs, for example, 
only report values above a certain preset threshold. So, a patient might have a 
measureable level of drug, but since it does not exceed the given threshold, it is 
reported as negative finding. This might lead the physician to suspect that a prescribed 
drug, which should be present at the time of testing, is absent.”13 

“Limitations to Urine Drug Testing (UDT): There is currently no way to tell from a urine 
drug test the exact amount of drug ingested or taken, when the last dose was taken, or 
the source of the drug. A recent systematic review of the use of drug treatment 
agreements and urine drug testing to discourage misuse when opioids are prescribed 
for chronic non-cancer pain, found weak, heterogeneous evidence that these strategies 
were associated with less misuse. Limited research did find that UDT was a valuable 
tool to detect use of non-prescribed drugs and confirm adherence to prescribed 
medications beyond that identified by patient self-report or impression of the treating 
physician.”14 “Consequently, additional testing, including quantitative blood levels of 
prescribed medications and other laboratory testing, may be deemed necessary to 
monitor and treat patients receiving chronic opioid treatment and is considered part of a 
medically necessary treatment and monitoring program.”15 

It is important to be aware of cost barriers related to a patient’s ability to pay for the 
testing. There are numerous Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments waived 
office drug testing kits which are inexpensive and which physicians may wish to 
consider for use for initial drug testing. However, unexpected results from office-based 
testing should be confirmed by the more-sensitive laboratory testing before the patient’s 
plan of care is changed. 

Pill Counting 
Periodic pill counting can be a useful strategy to confirm medication adherence and to 
minimize diversion (selling, sharing or giving away medications). 

13 Responsible Opioid Prescribing, A Clinician’s Guide, Second Edition, 2012, Scott Fishman, M.D.; Federation of 
State Medical Boards (FSMB), FSMB Foundation, and University of Nebraska Medical Center.
14 State Of California Division Of Workers’ Compensation Guideline For The Use Of Opioids To Treat Work-
Related Injuries (Forum Posting, April 2014) Part D: Comparison Of Recommendations  From Existing Opioid 
Guidelines. 
15 State Of California Division Of Workers’ Compensation Guideline For The Use Of Opioids To Treat Work-
Related Injuries (Forum Posting, April 2014) Part B Recommendations. 
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The physician must decide whether or not to revise or augment a pain management 
agreement and/or treatment plan if the patient’s progress is unsatisfactory. 
If it is suspected that a patient may be abusing or diverting prescribed medications, or 
using “street” drugs, a careful re-assessment of the treatment plan must be undertaken. 
A patient’s failure to adhere to a pain management agreement is not necessarily proof 
of abuse or diversion. Failure to comply may be the consequence of inadequate pain 
relief, confusion regarding the prescription, a language barrier or economic concerns. A 
physician should arrange for an in-person meeting in order to have a non-judgmental 
conversation to clarify his or her concerns. If abuse is confirmed, minimally, 
consultation with an addiction medicine specialist or mental health specialist trained in 
substance abuse disorders and/or referral to a substance use disorder treatment 
program that provides medication-assisted therapy (MAT) should be immediately 
facilitated. Physicians who prescribe long-term opioid therapy should be knowledgeable 
in the diagnosis of substance use disorders and able to distinguish such disorders from 
physical dependence—which is expected in chronic therapy with opioids and many 
sedatives. 

Documented drug diversion or prescription forgery, obvious impairment, and abusive or 
assaultive behaviors usually require a firmer, immediate response.  The degree to which 
the patient has breached the pain agreement and/or the presence of criminal activity 
should govern the physician’s response. Although an immediate face-to-face meeting 
with the patient to re-evaluate the treatment plan may be appropriate, in some instances 
it may be necessary to taper opioid therapy and/or terminate the physician patient 
relationship. In situations where the patient has engaged in prescription forgery, 
prescription theft or assaultive behaviors directed towards physician or staff, the 
physician is strongly encouraged to contact the police/Drug Enforcement Agency 
(DEA). For other criminal behaviors, the physician is encouraged to contact legal 
counsel to determine whether it is appropriate to report to law enforcement. Failing to 
respond can place the patient and others at significant risk of adverse consequences, 
including accidental overdose, suicide attempts, arrests and incarceration, or even 
death. 

DISCONTINUING OPIOID THERAPY 

Discontinuing or tapering of opioid therapy may be required for many reasons and 
ideally, an “exit strategy” should be included in the treatment plan for all patients 
receiving opioids at the outset of treatment. Reasons may include: 

• Resolution or healing of the painful condition; 
• Intolerable side effects; 
• Failure to achieve anticipated pain relief or functional improvement (although 

ensure that this failure is not the result of inadequate treatment); 
• Evidence of non-medical or inappropriate use; 
• Failure to comply with monitoring, such as urine drug screening (although ensure 

that this failure is not the result of a cost issue); 
• Failure to comply with pain management agreement; 
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• Exhibition of drug-seeking behaviors (although ensure this behavior is not the 
result of inadequate treatment) or diversion, such as: 

o Selling prescription drugs; 
o Forging prescriptions; 
o Stealing or borrowing drugs; 
o Aggressive demand for opioids; 
o Injecting oral/topical opioids; 
o Unsanctioned use of opioids; 
o Unsanctioned dose escalation; 
o Concurrent use of illicit drugs; 
o Getting opioids from multiple prescribers and/or multiple pharmacies; or 
o Recurring emergency department visits for chronic pain management. 

If opioid therapy is discontinued, the patient who has become physically dependent 
should be provided with a safely-structured tapering regimen. Opioid withdrawal 
symptoms are uncomfortable, but are generally not life threatening. Opioids can be 
stopped abruptly when the risks outweigh the benefits. This is not true for 
benzodiazepine withdrawals, which can be life threatening. Withdrawal can be 
managed either by the prescribing physician or by referring the patient to an addiction 
specialist. “Approaches to weaning range from a slow 10% reduction per week to a 
more aggressive 25 to 50% reduction every few days. In general, a slower taper will 
produce fewer unpleasant symptoms of withdrawal.”16 For strategies on tapering and 
weaning, see Appendix 15. The termination of opioid therapy should not mark the end 
of treatment, which should continue with other modalities, either through direct care or 
referral to other health care specialists, as appropriate. 

If complete termination of care is necessary (as opposed to termination of a specific 
treatment modality), physicians should treat the patient until the patient has had a 
reasonable time to find an alternative source of care, and ensure that the patient has 
adequate medications, if appropriate, to avoid unnecessary risk from withdrawal 
symptoms. Physicians can be held accountable for patient abandonment if medical care 
is discontinued without adequate provision for subsequent care. If a patient is known to 
be abusing a medication, initiating a detoxification protocol may be appropriate. 
Consultation with an attorney and/or one’s malpractice insurance carrier may be 
prudent in such cases. Physicians may want to also consult health plan contracts to 
ensure compliance. The Board also provides guidance on how to terminate/sever the 
patient relationship. 

If a patient is dismissed for not honoring treatment agreements, consider referral to 
addiction resources. This can also include a 12-step program. 

16 California Medical Association (Prescribing Opioids: Care amid Controversy, March 2014). 
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MEDICAL RECORDS 

Every physician must maintain adequate and accurate medical records. The content of 
a patient’s medical record may vary considerably, depending on numerous factors. For 
a physician treating a patient with opioids for chronic, non-cancer pain, an adequate 
medical record includes, but is not limited to, the documentation of: 

• the patient’s medical history; 
• results of the physical examination and all laboratory tests ordered by the 

physician; 
• patient consent; 
• pain management agreement; 
• results of the risk assessment, including results of any screening instruments 

used; 
• description of the treatments provided, including all medications prescribed or 

administered (including the date, type, dose and quantity); 
• instructions to the patient, including discussions of risks and benefits with the 

patient and any significant others; 
• results of ongoing monitoring of patient progress (or lack of progress) in terms of 

pain management and functional improvement; 
• notes on evaluations by, and consultations with, specialists; 
• any other information used to support the initiation, continuation, revision, or 

termination of treatment and the steps taken in response to any aberrant 
medication use behaviors (these may include actual copies of, or references to, 
medical records of past hospitalizations or treatments by other providers); 

• authorization for release of information to other treatment providers as 
appropriate and/or legally required; and 

• results of CURES/PDMP data searches. 

The medical record should include all prescription orders for opioid analgesics and other 
controlled substances, whether written, telephoned or electronic. In addition, written 
instructions for the use of all medications should be given to the patient and 
documented in the record. The name, telephone number, and address of the patient’s 
pharmacy also should be recorded to facilitate contact as needed, if the pharmacy that 
the patient will use is known. Records should be up-to-date and maintained 
in an accessible manner so as to be readily available for review. 

Good records demonstrate that a service was provided to the patient and establish that 
the service provided was medically necessary. Even if the outcome is less than optimal, 
thorough records protect the physician as well as the patient. 

SUPERVISING ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS 

Physicians who supervise physician assistants or nurse practitioners who prescribe 
opioids should be aware of the specific regulations and requirements governing them 
and those whom they supervise. 
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COMPLIANCE WITH CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES LAWS  
 
California laws:   

•   California laws   regarding   controlled   substances    
•   Guide to the Laws   Governing   the Practice of   Medicine    

 
Federal   laws:   

•   Title 21 United States   Code (USC)   Controlled Substances   Act   
 
Other   information:   

•   Pharmacist   corresponding   responsibilities    
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Appendix 1 - Clinical Policy: Critical Issues in the Prescribing of Opioids for Adult 
Patients in the Emergency Department 
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ABSTRACT  
This  clinical  policy  deals  with  critical  issues  in  prescribin

of  opioids  for  adult  patients  treated  in  the  emergency  
department  (ED).  This  guideline  is  the  result  of  the  efforts  
the  American  College  of  Emergency  Physicians,  in  
consultation  with  the  Centers  for  Disease  Control  and  
Prevention,  and  the  Food  and  Drug  Administration.  The  
critical  questions  addressed  in  this  clinical  policy  are:  (1)  In
the  adult  ED  patient  with  noncancer  pain  for  whom  opioid
prescriptions  are  considered,  what  is  the  utility  of  state  
prescription  drug  monitoring  programs  in  identifying  
patients  who  are  at  high  risk  for  opioid  abuse?  (2)  In  the  
adult  ED  patient  with  acute  low  back  pain,  are  prescription
for  opioids  more  effective  during  the  acute  phase  than  othe
medications?  (3)  In  the  adult  ED  patient  for  whom  opioid  
prescription  is  considered  appropriate  for  treatment  of  
new-onset  acute  pain,  are  short-acting  schedule  II  opioids  
more  effective  than  short-acting  schedule  III  opioids?  (4)  In
the  adult  ED  patient  with  an  acute  exacerbation  of  
noncancer  chronic  pain,  do  the  benefits  of  prescribing  
opioids  on  discharge  from  the  ED  outweigh  the  potential  
harms?  

INTRODUCTION  
Pain  is  a  major  symptom  of  many  patients  presenting  to  th

emergency  department  (ED),  with  up  to  42%  of  ED  visits  bei
related  to  painful  conditions.1  Pain  management  has  received  
increased  emphasis  in  the  past  decade,  including  The  Joint  
Commission’s  focus  on  patient  analgesia2  and  increasing  
institutional  emphasis  placed  on  patient  satisfaction  surveys  
covering  pain  management.  Much  literature,  including  the  mo
recent  Institute  of  Medicine  report  on  this  topic,  has  stressed  
that  health  care  providers  have  not  done  as  well  as  possible  in  
the  area  of  pain  management.3  A  possible  unintended  
consequence  of  these  efforts  is  the  increase  in  prescription  drug
abuse,  especially  opioid  abuse,  the  fastest-growing  drug  abuse  
problem  in  the  United  States.4  

As  part  of  this  issue,  there  has  been  a  startling  increase  in  
unintentional  drug  overdoses  and  related  deaths  since  the  late  
1990s.5,6  Reported  overdose  deaths  involving  opioid  analgesic
increased  from  4,030  in  1999  to  14,800  in  2008.7,8  Data  from
2008  reveal  that  drug  overdoses  were  the  second  leading  cause
of  injury  death  in  the  United  States,  after  motor  vehicle  
crashes.9  Currently,  deaths  from  opioid  analgesics  are  
significantly  greater  in  number  than  those  from  cocaine  and  
heroin  combined.8  

The  efforts  of  clinicians  to  improve  their  treatment  of  pain,
along  with  pharmaceutical  industry  marketing,  have  been  
factors  in  contributing  to  a  significant  increase  in  the  sale  and  
distribution  of  opioids  in  the  United  States.  For  example,  the  
sales  of  opioid  analgesics  to  hospitals,  pharmacies,  and  
practitioners  quadrupled  between  1999  and  2010.8  Drug  sales
and  distribution  data  of  opioids  show  an  increase  from  180  mg
morphine  equivalents  per  person  in  the  United  States  in  1997
to  710  mg  per  person  in  2010.8,10  This  is  the  equivalent  of  7.1
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kg  of  opioid  medication  per  10,000  population,  or  enough  to  
supply  every  American  adult  with  5  mg  of  hydrocodone  every  4  
hours  for  a  month.8  

The  dilemma  of  treating  pain  appropriately  while  avoiding  
adverse  events  is  further  complicated  by  insufficient  data  
supporting  the  long-term  use  of  opioids  in  the  treatment  of  
chronic  noncancer  pain.  Although  selective  use  of  opioids  in  the  
treatment  of  acute  pain  is  traditionally  accepted,  the  treatment  
of  chronic  noncancer  pain  is  more  complex.  Many  authors  have  
begun  to  question  the  routine  long-term  use  of  opioids  for  the  
treatment  of  chronic  noncancer  pain.11-13  Multiple  practice  
guidelines  have  been  developed  to  address  this  issue.14-19  

However,  most  recommendations  in  this  area  are  of  a  consensus  
nature,  being  based  on  experiential  or  low-quality  evidence.  

Data  from  2009  show  that  there  were  more  than  201.9  
million  opioid  prescriptions  dispensed  in  the  United  States  
during  that  year.20  It  is  difficult  to  obtain  reliable  data  
concerning  the  degree  to  which  this  is  an  emergency  medicine  
issue,  but  during  2009,  in  the  10- to  19-year-old  and  20- to  
29-year-old  patient  groups,  emergency  medicine  ranked  third  
among  all  specialties  in  terms  of  number  of  opioid  prescriptions,  
writing  approximately  12%  of  the  total  prescriptions  in  each  age  
group.  In  the  30- to  39-year-old  group,  emergency  medicine  
ranked  fourth.20  Although  these  data  do  not  deal  with  total  
doses  dispensed  by  specialty,  it  is  commonly  postulated  that  the  
population  served  in  EDs  as  a  whole  is  at  high  risk  for  opioid  
abuse.21  

The  significant  increase  in  opioid-related  deaths  has  raised  
the  concern  of  many.5,6,8  This  problem  has  also  been  observed  
in  the  pediatric  population.22-24  Action  at  the  national  level  
includes  the  recent  proposal  from  the  Food  and  Drug  
Administration  for  the  establishment  of  physician  education  
programs  for  the  prescribing  of  long-acting  and  extended-release  
opioids  as  part  of  their  national  opioid  risk  evaluation  and  
mitigation  strategy  (the  REMS  program).25  State  efforts  to  
address  this  issue  have  included  the  development  of  statewide  
opioid  prescribing  guidelines,  such  as  those  developed  by  the  
Utah  Department  of  Health17  and  statewide  ED  opioid  
prescribing  guidelines,  such  as  those  developed  in  Washington  
State  by  the  Washington  chapter  of  the  American  College  of  
Emergency  Physicians  (ACEP)  working  with  other  state  
organizations.16  Some  individual  EDs  and  emergency  physician  
groups  have  also  promulgated  opioid  prescribing  guidelines.  
Some  of  these  policies  also  deal  with  the  necessity  of  patient  
education  about  the  safe  use  and  proper  disposal  of  opioid  
medications.  Early  data  indicate  that,  in  some  cases,  these  
guidelines  may  decrease  prescription  opioid  overdose.26  

Anecdotal  experience  suggests  that  public  policies  such  as  these  
may  change  patient  perceptions  of  appropriate  prescribing  and  
mitigate  complaints  arising  from  more  stringent  prescribing  
practices.  ACEP  has  approved  related  policy  statements  about  
optimizing  the  treatment  of  pain  in  patients  with  acute  
presentations  and  the  implementation  of  electronic  prescription  
drug  monitoring  programs.27,28  
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This clinical policy addresses several issues believed to b
important in the prescribing of opioids by emergency 
physicians for adult patients treated and released from the 
ED for whom opioids may be an appropriate treatment 
modality. Although relieving pain and reducing suffering a
primary emergency physician responsibilities, there is a 
concurrent duty to limit the personal and societal harm tha
can result from prescription drug misuse and abuse. Becaus
long-acting or extended-release opioids are not indicated fo
the treatment of acute pain, the aim of this clinical policy i
to provide evidence-based recommendations for prescribing
short-acting opioids for adult ED patients with painful acu
or chronic conditions while attempting to address the 
increasing frequency of adverse events, abuse, and overdose
of prescribed opioid analgesics. 

METHODOLOGY 
This clinical policy was created after careful review and 

critical analysis of the medical literature. The critical question
were formulated in the PICO (patient, intervention, 
comparison, outcome)29 format to strengthen the clarity and 
scientific rigor of the questions. Searches of MEDLINE, 
MEDLINE InProcess, and the Cochrane Library were 
performed. All searches were limited to English-language 
sources, human studies, adults, and years 2000 to 2011. Speci
key words/phrases and years used in the searches are identified
under each critical question. In addition, relevant articles from
the bibliographies of included studies and more recent articles
identified by committee members were included. 

This policy is a product of the ACEP clinical policy 
development process, including expert review, and is based on
the literature; when literature was not available, consensus of 
panel members was used. Expert review comments were 
received from emergency physicians, toxicologists, pain and 
addiction medicine specialists, pharmacologists, occupational 
medicine specialists, and individual members of the American
Academy of Clinical Toxicology, American Academy of Fami
Physicians, American Academy of Pain Medicine, American 
Chronic Pain Association, American College of Occupational
and Environmental Medicine, American College of Osteopath
Emergency Physicians, American College of Physicians, 
American Pain Society, American Society of Health-System 
Pharmacists, American Society of Interventional Pain 
Physicians, Emergency Medicine Resident’s Association, and 
Emergency Nurses Association. Their responses were used to 
further refine and enhance this policy; however, their response
do not imply endorsement of this clinical policy. Clinical 
policies are scheduled for revision every 3 years; however, 
interim reviews are conducted when technology or the practic
environment changes significantly. The Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention was the funding source for this clinica
policy. 

All articles used in the formulation of this clinical policy w
graded by at least 2 subcommittee members for quality and 
strength of evidence. The articles were classified into 3 classes 
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evidence  on  the  basis  of  the  design  of  the  study,  with  design  1  
representing  the  strongest  evidence  and  design  3  representing  
the  weakest  evidence  for  therapeutic,  diagnostic,  and  prognostic  
studies,  respectively  (Appendix  A).  Articles  were  then  graded  on  
dimensions  related  to  the  study’s  methodological  features:  
blinded  versus  nonblinded  outcome  assessment,  blinded  or  
randomized  allocation,  direct  or  indirect  outcome  measures  
(reliability  and  validity),  biases  (eg,  selection,  detection,  
transfer),  external  validity  (ie,  generalizability),  and  sufficient  
sample  size.  Articles  received  a  final  grade  (Class  I,  II,  III)  on  the  
basis  of  a  predetermined  formula,  taking  into  account  the  design  
and  study  quality  (Appendix  B).  Articles  with  fatal  flaws  or  that  
were  not  relevant  to  the  critical  question  were  given  an  “X”  
grade  and  were  not  used  in  formulating  recommendations  for  
this  policy.  Evidence  grading  was  done  with  respect  to  the  
specific  data  being  extracted  and  the  specific  critical  question  
being  reviewed.  Thus,  the  level  of  evidence  for  any  one  study  
may  have  varied  according  to  the  question,  and  it  is  possible  for  
a  single  article  to  receive  different  levels  of  grading  as  different  
critical  questions  were  answered.  Question-specific  level  of  
evidence  grading  may  be  found  in  the  Evidentiary  Table  
included  at  the  end  of  this  policy.  Evidence  grading  sheets  may  
be  viewed  at  http://www.acep.org/clinicalpolicies/?pg�1.  

Clinical  findings  and  strength  of  recommendations  about  
patient  management  were  then  made  according  to  the  following  
criteria:  

Level  A  recommendations.  Generally  accepted  principles  for  
patient  management  that  reflect  a  high  degree  of  clinical  
certainty  (ie,  based  on  strength  of  evidence  Class  I  or  
overwhelming  evidence  from  strength  of  evidence  Class  II  
studies  that  directly  address  all  of  the  issues).  

Level  B  recommendations.  Recommendations  for  patient  
management  that  may  identify  a  particular  strategy  or  range  of  
management  strategies  that  reflect  moderate  clinical  certainty  
(ie,  based  on  strength  of  evidence  Class  II  studies  that  directly  
address  the  issue,  decision  analysis  that  directly  addresses  the  
issue,  or  strong  consensus  of  strength  of  evidence  Class  III  
studies).  

Level  C  recommendations.  Other  strategies  for  patient  
management  that  are  based  on  Class  III  studies,  or  in  the  
absence  of  any  adequate  published  literature,  based  on  panel  
consensus.  

There  are  certain  circumstances  in  which  the  
recommendations  stemming  from  a  body  of  evidence  should  
not  be  rated  as  highly  as  the  individual  studies  on  which  they  
are  based.  Factors  such  as  heterogeneity  of  results,  uncertainty  
about  effect  magnitude  and  consequences,  and  publication  bias,  
among  others,  might  lead  to  such  a  downgrading  of  
recommendations.  

This  policy  is  not  intended  to  be  a  complete  manual  on  the  
evaluation  and  management  of  adult  ED  patients  with  painful  
conditions  where  prescriptions  for  opioids  are  being  considered,  
but  rather  is  a  focused  examination  of  critical  issues  that  have  
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particular  relevance  to  the  current  practice  of  emergency  
medicine.  

The  goal  of  the  ACEP  Opioid  Guideline  Panel  is  to  
provide  an  evidence-based  recommendation  when  the  
medical  literature  provides  enough  quality  information  to  
answer  a  critical  question.  When  the  medical  literature  doe
not  contain  enough  quality  information  to  answer  a  critica
question,  the  members  of  the  ACEP  Opioid  Guideline  Pan
believe  that  it  is  equally  important  to  alert  emergency  
physicians  to  this  fact.  

Recommendations  offered  in  this  policy  are  not  intended  t
represent  the  only  management  options  that  the  emergency  
physician  should  consider.  ACEP  clearly  recognizes  the  
importance  of  the  individual  physician’s  judgment.  Rather,  th
guideline  defines  for  the  physician  those  strategies  for  which  
medical  literature  exists  to  provide  support  for  answers  to  the  
critical  questions  addressed  in  this  policy.  

Scope  of  Application.  This  guideline  is  intended  for  
physicians  working  in  hospital-based  EDs.  

Inclusion  Criteria.  This  guideline  is  intended  for  adult  
patients  presenting  to  the  ED  with  acute  noncancer  pain  or  an
acute  exacerbation  of  chronic  noncancer  pain.  

Exclusion  Criteria.  This  guideline  is  not  intended  to  
address  the  long-term  care  of  patients  with  cancer  or  chronic  
noncancer  pain.  

CRITICAL  QUESTIONS  
1.  In  the  adult  ED  patient  with  noncancer  pain  for  whom  
opioid  prescriptions  are  considered,  what  is  the  utility  of  
state  prescription  drug  monitoring  programs  in  identifyin
patients  who  are  at  high  risk  for  opioid  abuse?  

Recommendations  

Level  A  recommendations.  None  specified.  
Level  B  recommendations.  None  specified.  
Level  C  recommendations.  The  use  of  a  state  prescription

monitoring  program  may  help  identify  patients  who  are  at  hig
risk  for  prescription  opioid  diversion  or  doctor  shopping.  

Key  words/phrases  for  literature  searches:  opioid,  drug  
prescriptions,  drug  monitoring,  drug  utilization  review,  
substance  abuse  detection,  drug-seeking  behavior,  drug  and  
narcotic  control,  substance-related  disorders,  physician’s  pract
patterns,  program  evaluation,  emergency  service,  and  variation
and  combinations  of  the  key  words/phrases  with  exclusion  of  
cancer.  

Emergency  physicians  must  balance  oligoanalgesia  
(undertreatment  or  ineffectual  treatment  of  pain)  with  concer
about  drug  diversion*  and  doctor  shopping.†30-33  Therefore,  t

*Drug diversion: The diversion of drugs for nonmedical use through 
routes that do not involve the direct prescription of the drug by a 
provider. Diverted drugs might be provided by family or friends, 
purchased on the street market, or obtained through fraudulent 
prescription. Epidemiologic data suggest that most opioids used 
nonmedically are obtained through these means. 
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development of mechanisms to address these issues is justified. 
The expanded use of prescription drug monitoring programs to 
curb prescription opioid misuse was recommended in the 2011 
Prescription Drug Abuse Prevention Plan released by the White 
House Office of National Drug Control Policy.34 Prescription 
drug monitoring programs are state-based monitoring programs 
for certain controlled substances that are prescribed by licensed 
practitioners and dispensed by pharmacies. Although existing in 
various forms for more than 3 decades, the first effort to 
standardize prescription drug monitoring practice was the 
passage in 2005 of the National All Schedules Prescription 
Electronic Reporting Act (NASPER). Unfortunately, this 
federal legislative mandate that intended to harmonize 
prescription drug monitoring programs across the various states 
has yet to be fully funded. 

Prescription drug monitoring programs ideally serve multiple 
functions, including identifying patients who engage in doctor 
shopping, and patients, providers, or pharmacies who engage in 
diversion of controlled substances and providing information 
about prescribing trends for surveillance and evaluation 
purposes. Such information may serve to benefit the patients, 
the health care system, epidemiologists, policymakers, regulatory 
agencies, and law enforcement.35 Certain large health care 
systems, particularly closed prescribing systems such as the 
Veterans Administration and health maintenance organizations, 
maintain databases that allow prescribers to view recent 
prescriptions of enrolled clients or patients. Forty-one states 
have operational prescription drug monitoring programs of 
various complexity and capability, with an additional 7 states 
having prescription drug monitoring program legislation in 
place but with programs that are not yet operational. 36 Most 
states allow health care providers and pharmacists to access the 
programs for patients under their care. Other groups such as law 
enforcement and regulatory boards may also have access. One 
program tracks only schedule II drug prescriptions, whereas 
most track drug prescriptions of schedule II to IV or II to V 
drugs. 

Despite prescription drug monitoring programs providing an 
intuitive perception of benefit for the medical community, there 
are limited data to indicate any benefit of these programs for 
improving patient outcomes or reducing the misuse of 
prescription drugs.37 In part, this relates to the limited 
optimization of and standardization between the programs and 
the lack of a mechanism to allow interstate communication.35 

†Doctor shopping: The practice of obtaining prescriptions for 
controlled substances from multiple providers, which is regarded 
as a possible indication of abuse or diversion. There is no rigorous 
defnition, and various authors have defned it in different ways, 
from 2 or more prescribers within 30 days, greater than 4 during 1 
year, and greater than 5 during 1 year.30-32 It has also been 
defned as the amount of drug obtained through doctor shopping 
compared with the amount intended to be prescribed.33 The use of 
“pill mills,” in which a prescriber provides ready access to 
prescriptions or pills, can be considered a form of doctor shopping. 
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One study has demonstrated that compared with states withou
a prescription monitoring program, those with such a program
had a slower rate of increase in opioid misuse.38 

In an attempt to quantify the effect of a prescription drug 
monitoring program, Baehren et al39 conducted a prospective 
study (Class III) of 18 providers who cared for a convenience 
sample of adult patients with pain in a single Ohio ED. After 
the clinical assessment of a patient, the researchers queried the
providers about 3 patient-specific issues: (1) the likelihood of 
querying the state’s prescription drug monitoring program, 
called Ohio Automated Rx Reporting System; (2) the likelihoo
of providing an opioid prescription at discharge; and (3) if yes
which opioid and what quantity. They were then provided wit
a printout of the patient data from the prescription drug 
monitoring program and asked to reassess the same questions.
Of the 179 patients with complete data, information from the
Ohio Automated Rx Reporting System altered prescribing 
practice in 74 of 179 (41%). The majority (61%) of these 
patients received fewer or no opioids, whereas 39% received 
more. The change in management was attributed to the numb
of previous prescriptions, 30 of 74 (41%); number of previous
prescribers, 23 of 74 (31%); number of pharmacies used, 19 o
74 (26%); and number of addresses listed, 12 of 74 (16%). A 
limitation of this study was that 4 prescribers accounted for 
almost two thirds of the total patient encounters. In this study
knowledge of the information provided by a prescription drug
monitoring program had an important impact on the 
prescription practices for controlled substances in an ED, 
although the actual effect of prescription drug monitoring 
program data on patient outcomes in this study is unknown. 

Although not specifically evaluating the benefit of 
prescription drug monitoring programs on identifying high-ris
patients, Hall et al,32 in a Class III study, reviewed 
characteristics of decedents who died of prescription drugs in 
West Virginia and reported that opioid analgesics accounted fo
93% of deaths. Cross-referencing the medical examiner’s 
detailed analysis of the cause of death with the West Virginia 
prescription monitoring program, the authors determined the 
prescription history of the drug associated with each fatality. 
Patients who had received controlled drugs from 5 or more 
prescribers in the year before death were defined as engaging in
“doctor shopping,” whereas those whose death was not 
associated with a valid prescription were considered to have 
obtained their drugs through “diversion.” Of the 295 deaths 
that were reviewed, the mean age of patients who died was 39 
years, and 92% were between ages 18 and 54 years. Diversion 
was associated with 186 (63%) of the fatalities, and doctor 
shopping was associated with 63 (21%) of the fatalities. Of the
295 total decedents, 279 (95%) had at least 1 indicator of 
substance abuse, and these differed according to whether the 
drug was obtained through diversion or doctor shopping. 
Deaths involving diversion were associated with a history of 
substance abuse (82.3% versus 71.6%; odds ratio [OR] 1.8; 
95% confidence interval [CI] 1.0 to 3.4), nonmedical route of
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pharmaceutical  administration  (26.3%  versus  15.6%;  OR  1.9;  
95%  CI  1.0  to  3.8),  and  a  contributory  illicit  drug  (19.4%  
versus  10.1%;  OR  2.1;  95%  CI  1.0  to  4.9).  Patients  with  
evidence  of  doctor  shopping  were  significantly  more  likely  to  
have  had  a  previous  overdose  (30.2%  versus  13.4%;  OR  2.8;  
95%  CI  1.4  to  5.6)  and  significantly  less  likely  to  have  used  
contributory  alcohol  (7.9%  versus  19.8%;  OR  0.3;  95%  CI  0.1  
to  0.9).  Few  patients  (8.1%)  were  involved  in  both  doctor  
shopping  and  diversion.  The  study  suggests  that  the  
information  provided  by  a  prescription  drug  monitoring  
program,  with  correct  interpretation  and  action  based  on  that  
knowledge,  might  have  prevented  some  inappropriate  
prescribing  and  poor  outcomes  in  this  patient  population.  

In  another  Class  III  study,  Pradel  et  al33  monitored  
prescribing  trends  for  buprenorphine  in  a  select  area  of  France,  
using  a  prescription  drug  database  during  a  multiple-year  
period.  During  this  time,  a  prescription  drug  monitoring  
program  was  implemented,  allowing  a  before-after  comparison  
of  the  buprenorphine  prescribing  pattern  for  more  than  2,600  
patients.  The  doctor  shopping  drug  quantity,  which  was  defined  
as  the  total  drug  quantity  received  by  the  patient  minus  the  
quantity  prescribed  by  an  individual  provider,  increased  from  
631  g  in  the  first  6  months  of  2000  to  a  peak  of  1,151  g  in  the  
first  6  months  of  2004,  equivalent  to  143,750  days  of  treatment  
at  8  mg/day.  The  doctor  shopping  ratio,  determined  as  the  ratio  
of  the  quantity  delivered  to  the  quantity  prescribed,  increased  
steadily  from  early  2000  (14.9%  of  the  grams  of  drug  
prescribed)  to  a  peak  value  in  the  first  6  months  of  2004  
(21.7%).  After  implementation  of  the  prescription  drug  
monitoring  program  in  early  2004,  this  value  decreased  rapidly,  
in  fewer  than  2  years  reaching  the  value  observed  in  2000.  The  
points  of  inflection  of  the  doctor  shopping  curves  (quantity  and  
ratio)  coincided  with  the  implementation  of  the  prescription  
drug  monitoring  program,  suggesting  an  immediate  benefit  of  
this  program.  The  prescribed  quantity  did  not  change  after  the  
implementation,  indicating  that  access  to  treatment  may  not  
have  changed.  Eighty  percent  of  the  total  doctor  shopping  
quantity  of  buprenorphine  was  obtained  by  approximately  200  
(8%)  of  the  total  patients.  However,  it  is  difficult  to  make  any  
inferences  about  the  effect  of  a  decrease  in  doctor  shopping,  
given  the  fractional  amount  of  total  prescribing  accounted  for  
by  this  practice.33  The  authors  suggested  that  the  doubling  in  
the  street  price  of  buprenorphine  after  the  prescription  drug  
monitoring  program  implementation  was  an  indicator  of  
success.  

An  observational  study  of  opioid-related  deaths  by  Paulozzi  et  
al37  highlights  some  important  considerations  in  the  assessment  
of  the  effectiveness  of  prescription  drug  monitoring  programs.  
The  authors  assessed  the  mortality  rate  from  1999  to  2005  from  
schedule  II  and  III  prescription  opioids  in  the  United  States  and  
compared  states  that  had  prescription  drug  monitoring  
programs  with  those  that  did  not.  They  further  divided  states  
with  prescription  drug  monitoring  programs  into  those  that  
proactively  informed  prescribers,  generally  by  mail,  of  potential  
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misuse  and  those  that  did  not.  This  study  found  no  difference
in  the  mortality  rates  over  time  for  states  with  and  without  a  
prescription  drug  monitoring  program,  nor  did  states  with  
proactive  prescription  drug  monitoring  programs  perform  bett
than  those  with  programs  that  were  not  proactive.  There  was  a
nonsignificantly  lower  rate  of  consumption  of  schedule  II  
opioids  and  a  significantly  higher  rate  of  consumption  of  
hydrocodone  (schedule  III)  in  states  that  had  a  prescription  
drug  monitoring  program.  A  major  limitation  of  this  study  is  
that  the  variability  in  the  prescription  drug  monitoring  progra
structure,  including  the  ability  of  health  care  providers  to  acce
the  database,  was  not  considered.  Current  applicability  is  
somewhat  limited  by  substantial  changes  in  the  manner  in  
which  prescription  drug  monitoring  programs  function  since  
the  study  was  conducted,  including  the  extent  of  physician  
access  and  the  definition  of  patient  inclusion  criteria.  Because  
the  practical  limitation  of  the  delay  in  informing  the  
prescriber  of  a  patient’s  potential  drug  misuse,  the  proactiv
notification  aspect  of  these  programs  would  have  minimal  
effect  on  emergency  medical  practice  in  states  that  cannot  
provide  prescription  drug  monitoring  program  data  in  real  
time.  

In  conclusion,  there  are  no  studies  that  directly  evaluate  the
effect  of  real-time,  voluntary  access  to  a  prescription  drug  
monitoring  program  on  prescribing  practices  of  emergency  
physicians.  In  addition,  the  broader  effect  of  such  access  on  
diversion,  abuse,  doctor  shopping,  mortality,  and  the  possibili
of  pain  undertreatment  remains  undefined.  Prescription  drug  
monitoring  programs  have  many  limitations  in  their  current  
format,  including  complex  access  issues,  limitations  on  access  
permission,  thresholds  for  patient  listing,  timeliness,  interstate
communication,  and  whether  the  data  are  presented  to  the  
physician  automatically  or  require  physician  effort  to  retrieve.  
Furthermore,  the  recent  addition  of  prescription  drug  
monitoring  programs  in  several  states  and  continuing  changes  
the  structure  or  function  of  existing  programs  limit  the  direct  
application  of  even  recently  published  research.  Legislation  
designed  to  improve  prescription  drug  monitoring  program  
operation  (eg,  NASPER)  has  stalled  or  remained  underfunded
and  concerns  over  patient  confidentiality  have  often  trumped  
public  health  concerns.  Until  an  interstate,  frequently  updated
multiple-drug-schedule,  easily  accessible,  widely  used  
prescription  drug  monitoring  system  is  implemented,  the  
likelihood  of  success  is  limited.35  

2.  In  the  adult  ED  patient  with  acute  low  back  pain,  are  
prescriptions  for  opioids  more  effective  during  the  acute  
phase  than  other  medications?  

Recommendations  

Level  A  recommendations.  None  specified.  
Level  B  recommendations.  None  specified.  
Level  C  recommendations.  (1)  For  the  patient  being  

discharged  from  the  ED  with  acute  low  back  pain,  the  
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emergency physician should ascertain whether nonopioid 
analgesics and nonpharmacologic therapies will be adequate for 
initial pain management. 

(2)  Given  a  lack  of  demonstrated  evidence  of  superior  efficacy  
of  either  opioid  or  nonopioid  analgesics  and  the  individual  and  
community  risks  associated  with  opioid  use,  misuse,  and  abuse,  
opioids  should  be  reserved  for  more  severe  pain  or  pain  
refractory  to  other  analgesics  rather  than  routinely  prescribed.  

(3)  If  opioids  are  indicated,  the  prescription  should  be  for  the  
lowest  practical  dose  for  a  limited  duration  (eg,  �1  week),  and  
the  prescriber  should  consider  the  patient’s  risk  for  opioid  
misuse,  abuse,  or  diversion.  

Key  words/phrases  for  literature  searches:  acute  low  back  
pain,  opioid,  and  variations  and  combinations  of  the  key  
words/phrases.  

Acute  low  back  pain  is  a  common  ED  presenting  complaint.  
Opioids  are  frequently  prescribed,  expected,  or  requested  for  
such  presentations.40,41  In  a  recent  study,  it  was  estimated  that  
low  back  pain–related  disorders  result  in  approximately  2.6  
million  annual  ED  visits  in  the  United  States.  Of  medications  
either  administered  in  the  ED  or  prescribed  at  discharge,  the  
most  frequently  used  classes  were  opioids  (61.7%;  95%  CI  
59.2%  to  64.2%),  nonsteroidal  anti-inflammatory  drugs  
(NSAIDs)  (49.6%;  95%  CI  46.7%  to  52.3%),  and  muscle  
relaxants  (42.8%;  95%  CI  40.2%  to  45.4%).41  The  opioid  
analgesics  most  commonly  prescribed  for  low  back  pain,  
hydrocodone  and  oxycodone  products,  are  also  those  most  
prevalent  in  a  Government  Accountability  Office  study  of  
frequently  abused  drugs.42  Low  back  pain  as  a  presenting  
complaint  was  also  observed  in  a  recent  study  to  be  associated  
with  patients  at  higher  risk  for  opioid  abuse.43  Low  back  pain,  
although  a  common  acute  presentation,  is  also  often  persistent  
and  recurrent,  with  33%  of  patients  continuing  to  complain  of  
moderate-intensity  pain  and  15%  of  severe  pain  at  1  year  from  
initial  presentation.  Symptoms  recur  in  50%  to  80%  of  people  
within  the  first  year.44  In  one  study,  19%  reported  opioid  use  at  a  
3-month  follow-up.40  Emergency  physicians,  as  a  specialty,  are  
among  the  higher  prescribers  of  opioid  pain  relievers  for  patients  
aged  10  to  40  years.20  Recent  data  show  simultaneous  increases  in  
overall  opioid  sales  rates  and  prescription  opioid–related  deaths  and  
addiction  rates  and  suggest  that  widespread  use  of  opioids  has  
adverse  consequences  for  patients  and  communities.8  

There  is  a  paucity  of  literature  that  addresses  the  use  of  
opioids  after  ED  discharge  for  acute  low  back  pain  versus  the  
use  of  NSAIDs  or  the  combination  of  NSAIDs  and  muscle  
relaxants.  Two  meta-analyses  published  in  the  last  5  years  
identified  relatively  few  valid  studies  that  address  the  use  of  
opioids  for  low  back  pain.45,46  

In  a  Class  III  2008  Cochrane  review,  NSAIDs  were  
compared  with  opioids  and  muscle  relaxants  for  the  treatment  
of  low  back  pain.46  Three  studies  were  reviewed  that  compared  
opioids  (2  of  which  are  no  longer  in  use)  with  NSAIDs  for  
treatment  of  acute  low  back  pain,  including  1  study  considered  
by  the  Cochrane  reviewers  to  be  of  higher  quality.47  None  of  
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the individual studies found statistically significant differences
pain relief. A Class III review by McIntosh and Hall45 of clini
evidence for treatment of acute low back pain similarly found 
no evidence for superiority of opioids over other therapies and
no direct information to demonstrate that opioids were better
than no active therapy; however, the authors concluded that th
opioid-related studies were too small to detect any clinically 
important differences. 

A Class III Cochrane review of NSAID treatment for acute
low back pain evaluated 65 studies (including more than 11,0
patients) of mixed methodological quality that compared 
various NSAIDs with placebo, other drugs, other therapies, an
other NSAIDs.46 The review authors concluded that NSAIDs
are slightly effective for short-term symptomatic relief in 
patients with acute and chronic low back pain without sciatica
(pain and tingling radiating down the leg). In patients with 
acute sciatica, no difference in effect between NSAIDs and 
placebo was found but moderate efficacy was found for opioid
The systematic review also reported that NSAIDs are no more
effective than other drugs (acetaminophen, opioids, and musc
relaxants). Placebo and acetaminophen had fewer adverse effec
than NSAIDs, and NSAIDS had fewer adverse effects than 
muscle relaxants or opioids. 

A 2003 Cochrane review of muscle relaxants for low back 
pain (Class X because it did not address the role of opioids) 
found that muscle relaxants were effective for short-term 
symptomatic relief in patients with acute and chronic low bac
pain.48 However, muscle relaxants were associated with a high
incidence of adverse effects. This study cited strong evidence i
4 trials involving a total of 294 people that oral 
nonbenzodiazepine muscle relaxants are more effective than 
placebo in patients with acute low back pain for short-term pa
relief, global efficacy, and improvement of physical outcomes.

Although no superiority has been demonstrated for opioids
over other therapies for treatment of acute low back pain, 
groups have recommended against use of opioids as first-line 
therapy for treatment of this problem.49,50 A guideline for 
diagnosis and treatment of low back pain endorsed by the 
American College of Physicians and the American Pain Societ
recommends opioids only for severe, disabling pain that is not
controlled or not likely to be controlled with acetaminophen o
NSAIDs.49 In their 2007 guidelines, the American College of
Occupational and Environmental Medicine stated that routin
use of opioids for acute, subacute, or chronic low back pain is
not recommended.50 

Several observational non-ED studies also suggest caution 
with regard to opioid prescribing for back pain. Franklin et al,
in a retrospective study (Class X because of the non-ED patien
population), found that workers with acute low back injury an
worker’s compensation claims who were treated with 
prescription opioids within 6 weeks of acute injury for more 
than 7 days had a significantly higher risk for long-term 
disability. In a subsequent Class III population-based 
prospective study of opioid use among injured Washington 
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State  workers  with  low  back  pain,  Franklin  et  al52  observed  a  
strong  association  between  the  amount  of  prescribed  opioids  
received  early  after  injury  and  long-term  use  of  prescription  
opioids.  A  retrospective  study  of  98  workers  with  acute  low  back  
pain  and  subsequent  disability  claims  by  Mahmud  et  al53  found  
that  patients  whose  treatment  of  new  work-related  low  back  
pain  involved  opioid  use  for  7  days  or  more  were  more  likely  to  
have  long-term  disability  (relative  risk  2.58;  95%  CI  1.22  to  
5.47);  however,  the  direct  applicability  of  this  study  (Class  X)  
was  limited  because  most  patients  were  not  seen  in  the  ED.  In  
another  study  that  addressed  associations  of  long-term  outcome  
with  opioid  therapy  for  nonspecific  low  back  pain,  Volinn  et  
al54  found  that  the  odds  of  chronic  work  loss  were  11  to  14  
times  greater  for  claimants  treated  with  schedule  II  (“strong”)  
opioids  compared  with  those  not  treated  with  opioids  at  all.  
They  further  observed  that  the  strong  associations  between  
schedule  II  use  and  long-term  disability  suggest  that  for  most  
workers,  opioid  therapy  did  not  arrest  the  cycle  of  work  loss  and  
pain.  Although  this  study  was  also  graded  as  Class  X  because  of  
the  population  selected  and  failure  to  directly  address  acute  or  
immediate  benefit,  the  results  highlight  potential  problems  of  
treating  acute  low  back  pain  with  opioids.54  Unfortunately,  
causation  cannot  be  directly  inferred  from  these  studies  because  
of  possible  confounding.  

In  summary,  although  opioids  currently  offer  the  most  potent  
form  of  pain  relief,  there  is  essentially  no  published  evidence  
that  the  prescription  of  opioid  analgesics  for  acute  low  back  pain  
provides  benefit  over  other  available  medications  or  vice  versa.  
Several  observational  studies  suggest  associations  of  both  
prescription  of  “strong”  opioids  or  longer  prescription  duration  
(greater  than  7  days)  and  early  opioid  prescribing  with  worsened  
functional  outcomes.  Additionally,  as  noted,  the  overall  
increased  rate  of  opioid  sales  has  been  strongly  associated  with  
adverse  effects  in  the  community  (overdose,  addiction,  aberrant  
use, and death). Therefore, it can be recommended that
opioids  not  be  routinely  prescribed  for  acute  low  back  pain  but  
reserved  for  select  ED  patients  with  more  severe  pain  (eg,  
sciatica)  or  pain  refractory  to  other  drug  and  treatment  
modalities.  Prescriptions  for  opioids  should  always  be  provided  
for  limited  amounts  and  for  a  limited  period.  Extra  caution  
(such  as  use  of  prescription  drug  monitoring  programs  and  
seeking  of  collateral  patient  information  such  as  patient  visit  
history)  may  be  indicated  for  patients  identified  as  possibly  
having  an  increased  risk  for  substance  dependence  or  abuse.  

3.  In  the  adult  ED  patient  for  whom  opioid  prescription  is  
considered  appropriate  for  treatment  of  new-onset  acute  
pain,  are  short-acting  schedule  II  opioids  more  effective  
than  short-acting  schedule  III  opioids?  

Recommendations  

Level  A  recommendations.  None  specified.  
Level  B  recommendations.  For  the  short-term  relief  of  acute  

musculoskeletal  pain,  emergency  physicians  may  prescribe  
short-acting  opioids  such  as  oxycodone  or  hydrocodone  
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products  while  considering  the  benefits  and  risks  for  the  
individual  patient.  

Level  C  recommendations.  Research  evidence  to  support  
superior  pain  relief  for  short-acting  schedule  II  over  schedule  I
opioids  is  inadequate.  

Key  words/phrases  for  literature  searches:  opioids,  schedule  
narcotics,  schedule  III  narcotics,  acute  pain,  acute  disease,  
emergency  service,  and  variations  and  combinations  of  the  key
words/phrases.  

Schedules  II  and  III  are  classifications  established  by  the  
Comprehensive  Drug  Abuse  Prevention  and  Control  Act  of  
1970  and  determined  by  the  Drug  Enforcement  
Administration.  Among  other  criteria,  classification  decisions  
for  specific  drugs  are  based  on  judgments  about  the  potential  f
their  abuse.  Schedule  II  opioids  include  morphine  (eg,  MS  
Contin),  oxymorphone  (eg,  Opana),  oxycodone  (eg,  
Roxicodone)  and  oxycodone  combination  products  (eg,  
Percocet,  Percodan),  as  well  as  hydromorphone  (eg,  Dilaudid)
and  fentanyl  (eg,  Duragesic  patch,  Actiq).  Schedule  III  opioid
include  combination  products,  such  as  hydrocodone  (15  mg  o
less)  combined  with  acetaminophen  (eg,  Vicodin,  Lortab)  or  
ibuprofen  (eg,  Vicoprofen),  as  well  as  some  of  the  codeine  
combination  products.55  Schedule  classifications  for  opioids  
may  change  over  time  in  response  to  a  number  of  factors,  
including  their  perceived  risk  of  abuse.  Calls  to  reclassify  
hydrocodone  combination  products  (eg,  Vicodin,  Lortab)  from
schedule  III  to  schedule  II  have  increased  in  recent  years  in  
response  to  increasing  levels  of  abuse  of  these  substances.  

These  recommendations  address  only  new-onset  acute  pain
Long-acting  or  extended-released  schedule  II  products  such  as
oxycodone  ER  (OxyContin),  methadone,  fentanyl  patches,  or
morphine  extended-release  (MS  Contin)  are  indicated  for  
chronic  pain  and  should  not  be  used  for  acute  pain.56  Long-
acting  and  extended-release  opioids  are  for  use  in  opioid-
tolerant  patients  only  and  are  not  intended  for  use  as  an  “as-
needed”  analgesic.  In  addition,  the  immediate-release  oral  
transmucosal  formulations  of  fentanyl  are  indicated  only  for  
breakthrough  pain  relief  in  cancer  patients  who  are  already  taking
sustained-release  medications  and  are  opioid  tolerant.  These  
formulations  should  not  be  used  for  acute  new-onset  pain.  

As  part  of  the  decision  to  prescribe  opioids  for  new  onset  of
acute  pain,  the  care  provider  can  select  between  short-acting  
schedule  II  or  III  agents  (Table).  In  general,  equianalgesic  dose
of  opioids  are  equally  efficacious  in  relieving  pain.  Therefore,  a
priori,  there  is  no  reason  to  consider  an  equianalgesic  dose  of  a
short-acting  schedule  II  opioid  more  effective  in  providing  pai
relief  than  a  short-acting  schedule  III  opioid.  However,  some  
studies  have  compared  schedule  II  and  III  opioids  combined  
with  nonopioid  analgesics  with  one  another.  Two  prospective  
randomized  controlled  trials  have  compared  the  efficacy  of  
short-acting  oxycodone,  a  schedule  II  drug,  with  hydrocodone
combination  products  (schedule  III)  and  found  them  to  be  
equal.57,58  In  2005,  Marco  et  al57  compared  single  doses  of  
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Table.  Short-acting oral opioid formulations. Dose and interval 
are recommended starting dosing ranges. 

    Medication Initial Dose/Interval Schedule 

Codeine/APAP 30-60 mg* PO Q4-6h PRN III 
Codeine 30-60 mg PO Q4-6h PRN II 
Hydrocodone/APAP 5-15 mg* PO Q4-6h PRN III 
Hydromorphone 2-4 mg PO Q4-6h PRN II 
Morphine 15-30 mg PO Q4-6h PRN II 
Oxycodone/APAP 5-15 mg* PO Q4-6h PRN II 
Oxycodone 5-15 mg PO Q4-6h PRN II 
Oxymorphone 10-20 mg PO Q4-6h PRN II 

APAP, acetaminophen; h, hour; mg, milligram; PO, by mouth; PRN, as needed; 
Q, every. 
*Listed dose is of the opioid component. Note that the acetaminophen compo-
nent is now limited to 325 mg or less per pill.

oxycodone 5 mg with hydrocodone 5 mg (both combined 
with 325 mg acetaminophen). In this single-site Class II 
study of 67 adolescent and adult subjects with acute 
fractures, no differences in analgesic efficacy were observed at 
30 or 60 minutes. Constipation rates were higher for 
hydrocodone. In a 2002 Class I study, Palangio et al58

compared oxycodone 5 mg combined with acetaminophen 
325 mg (schedule II) with hydrocodone 7.5 mg combined 
with ibuprofen 200 mg (schedule III) in a prospective, 
multicenter, multidose, randomized controlled trial of 147 
adults with acute or recurrent low back pain. During an 8-
day study period, no differences were found in pain relief, 
doses taken, global evaluations of efficacy, health status, or 
pain interference with work. As noted above, equianalgesic 
doses of opioids have similar efficacy in the treatment of 
acute pain, no matter their Drug Enforcement 
Administration classification. Given this understanding, it 
was not unexpected that 2 randomized controlled trials 
comparing schedule II with III agents found no differences 
in analgesic efficacy. 

4. In the adult ED patient with an acute exacerbation of
noncancer chronic pain, do the benefits of prescribing
opioids on discharge from the ED outweigh the potential
harms?

Recommendations 

Level A recommendations. None specified. 
Level B recommendations. None specified. 
Level C recommendations. (1) Physicians should avoid 

the routine prescribing of outpatient opioids for a patient 
with an acute exacerbation of chronic noncancer pain seen in 
the ED. 

(2) If opioids are prescribed on discharge, the prescription
should be for the lowest practical dose for a limited duration 
(eg, �1 week), and the prescriber should consider the patient’s 
risk for opioid misuse, abuse, or diversion. 

(3) The clinician should, if practicable, honor existing
patient-physician pain contracts/treatment agreements and 
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consider past prescription patterns from information sources 
such as prescription drug monitoring programs. 

Key words/phrases for literature searches: opioid, patient 
discharge, pain, emergency service, and variations and 
combinations of the key words/phrases with exclusion of canc

Patients with chronic noncancer pain, either already taking 
opioids or not, commonly present to the ED for treatment of 
acute exacerbation of their pain. There have been no studies 
that evaluate the efficacy or potential harms of prescribing 
opioids specifically for these patients on discharge from the ED
Thus, given the paucity of evidence, this critical question cann
be definitively answered. Despite the biological plausibility tha
treating any acute exacerbation of pain with parenteral or oral
opioids should decrease pain intensity, no studies were found 
support this hypothesis. 

Only 2 randomized controlled trials were identified that 
addressed the use of short-acting opioids for the treatment of 
breakthrough pain in patients taking opioids for chronic noncanc
pain; transmucosal fentanyl was the intervention for both trials.59

Because of methodological problems, valid estimates for efficacy o
the intervention could not be determined, but adverse event rates
among both treated populations were common and similar (rang
63% to 65%) (Class III). 

A systematic review of nonrandomized studies by Devulder
al61 examined the effect of rescue medications on overall 
analgesic efficacy and adverse events. They examined 48 studie
of patients treated with long-acting opioids for chronic 
noncancer pain and compared the analgesic efficacy and adver
events among those that allowed short-acting opioid rescue 
medications for breakthrough pain with those that did not allo
such rescue medications. Although graded Class X because of 
lack of randomized studies and the limitation of harms studied
to adverse effects only, no significant difference in the analgesi
efficacy between the rescue and nonrescue studies was found. 
There was also no difference between these 2 groups in the 
incidence of nausea, constipation, or somnolence. Kalso et al,6

in a Class III systematic review, found that 80% of patients 
receiving opioids for chronic noncancer pain had at least 1 
adverse event, including nausea (32%), constipation (41%), an
somnolence (29%). 

Studies of the use of opioids for chronic pain indicate that 
adverse effects of these drugs are common. Several studies 
assessed the adverse effects with the use of tramadol with 
acetaminophen in the treatment of patients with chronic low 
back pain.63-65 All of the studies had high dropout rates and 
reported adverse event rates of nausea, dizziness, and 
somnolence between 8% and 17%. Allan et al,66 in a 
nonblinded Class III study comparing transdermal fentanyl 
versus oral morphine, found a constipation rate of 48% in the
morphine-treated patients compared with a rate of 31% in the
fentanyl-treated patients. Constipation was also the major 
adverse effect in a Class III study by Hale et al67 comparing 
oxymorphone extended release, oxycodone controlled release, 
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and  placebo.  Furlan  et  al,68  in  a  Class  II  meta-analysis  of  41  
randomized  studies  of  opioid  use  in  the  treatment  of  chronic  
noncancer  pain,  found  that  constipation  and  nausea  were  the  
only  significant  adverse  effects.  Holmes  et  al,69  however,  in  a  
Class  III  study,  assessed  an  opioid  screening  instrument,  the  
Pain  Medication  Questionnaire,  in  chronic  noncancer  pain  
patients  and  found  that  those  patients  with  a  higher  score  were  
more  likely  to  have  a  substance  abuse  problem  or  request  early  
refills  of  their  opioid  prescription.  In  a  retrospective  Class  III  
cohort  study,  Jensen  et  al70  conducted  a  10-year  follow-up  on  
patients  discharged  from  a  pain  clinic  and  found  that  chronic  
opioid  treatment  may  put  patients  at  risk  for  chronic  
depression.  Unfortunately,  near-universal  shortcomings  of  
these  studies  include  the  exclusion  of  patients  with  a  history  
of  substance  abuse,  other  significant  medical  problems,  or  
psychiatric  disease,  and  lack  of  follow-up  to  detect  long-term  
effects  such  as  aberrant  drug-related  behaviors,  addiction,  or  
overdose.  Therefore,  studies  such  as  these  can  be  
confounded,  making  the  ability  to  draw  conclusions  about  
causality  difficult.  

Questions  of  opioid  effectiveness  involve  the  assessment  of  
reduction  in  pain  and  improvement  in  function  for  the  patient,  
potential  patient  adverse  effects,  and  the  potential  harm  to  the  
community  (eg,  opioid  diversion  and  abuse)  from  the  drugs  
prescribed.  Hall  et  al,32  in  a  Class  III  retrospective  analysis  of  
295  unintentional  prescription  overdose  deaths,  found  that  
93%  were  due  to  opioids,  63%  represented  pharmaceutical  drug  
diversion,  21%  of  the  patients  had  engaged  in  doctor  shopping,  
and  95%  of  the  patients  had  a  history  of  substance  abuse.  
Although  no  studies  have  addressed  the  effects  related  to  dose  
and  duration  of  prescribed  opioids  in  this  specific  patient  
population,  2  general  studies  have  shown  a  correlation  between  
high  daily  opioid  dose  and  overdose  death.71,72  

Patient  assessment  tools  such  as  the  Screener  and  Opioid  
Assessment  for  Patients  with  Pain  (SOAPP),  Opioid  Risk  Tool  
(ORT),  Diagnosis,  Intractability,  Risk,  and  Efficacy  (DIRE),  
and  others  to  assess  the  risk  of  prescription  opioid  misuse  and  
abuse  have  yet  to  be  fully  validated  in  the  ED  in  terms  of  
sensitivity,  specificity,  and  utility.73  Many,  however,  believe  that  
use  of  these  tools,  as  imperfect  as  they  are,  represents  a  
beginning  in  the  ability  to  better  quantify  potential  risks  related  
to  opioid  prescribing  for  outpatients.  

Many  patients  undergoing  treatment  for  chronic  noncancer  
pain  have  pain  contracts/treatment  agreements  with  their  
primary  care  providers.  These  should  be  honored  if  possible  in  
treating  any  acute  exacerbation  of  their  pain.74,75  As  discussed  
in  critical  question  1,  use  of  prescription  drug  monitoring  
programs  may  also  assist  the  emergency  physician  in  making  
appropriate  clinical  decisions  about  the  use  of  outpatient  opioid  
prescriptions  for  these  patients.  

FUTURE  RESEARCH  
Provider  pain  management  practices  related  to  opioids  are  

highly  variable.  In  part,  this  variability  reflects  the  lack  of  
evidence  to  guide  many  of  these  therapeutic  decisions.76  
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Although  there  is  high-quality  research  assessing  the  treatmen
of  acute  pain  with  opioid  analgesics  during  the  ED  encounter
there  is  a  paucity  of  studies  assessing  the  benefits  of  prescribin
opioids  for  discharged  ED  patients  with  acute  pain  and  chron
noncancer  pain,  especially  in  comparison  to  other  analgesic  
drugs  and  pain  treatment  modalities.  Therefore,  clinical  
decisions  and  practice  recommendations  must  rely  on  practice
experience  and  consensus  rather  than  research  evidence.  

ED  populations  typically  include  patients  with  unmet  
substance  abuse  treatment  needs  and  psychiatric  comorbiditie
and  many  of  these  patients  present  with  acute  pain.77  In  almo
all  pain  studies,  these  patients  are  excluded,  leaving  clinicians  
with  little  evidence-based  guidance  for  their  pain  managemen
There  are  also  significant  research  gaps  in  clearly  understandin
the  long-term  harms  of  opioids,  including  drug  abuse  and  
addiction,  aberrant  drug-related  behaviors,  and  diversion.  As  
mentioned  above,  further  research  and  validation  is  needed  on
ED  patient  abuse  and  addiction-related  assessment  tools.  
Additional  studies  to  characterize  individual  patient-related  ris
for  opioid  abuse  are  also  greatly  needed.  

Although  there  has  been  recent  widespread  adoption  of  
prescription  monitoring  programs,  there  remains  a  dearth  of  
evidence  about  the  effectiveness  of  these  programs  in  altering  
physician  prescribing  patterns  or  diminishing  the  adverse  effec
of  opioids  in  the  community.  For  research  in  this  area  to  
advance,  further  refinement  of  prescribing  metrics  (quantity,  
duration,  and  frequency)  and  public  health  measures  is  requir
Comparison  of  the  functionality  and  effectiveness  of  the  vario
state  prescription  drug  monitoring  program  models  may  
provide  additional  insight  into  developing  best  practices  that  
could  be  adopted  nationally,  including  the  sharing  of  data  
between  states.  Important  distinctions  among  the  states,  such  
immediate  online  prescriber  access  to  the  prescription  
monitoring  program,  should  be  examined  for  their  relative  
contributions.  However,  this  type  of  analysis  must  consider  
baseline  variability  among  states  for  prescription  opioid  misus
(versus  heroin  or  methadone,  for  example)  and  other  state-
specific  issues  (such  as  prescription-writing  regulations).  

With  respect  to  the  treatment  of  acute  low  back  pain  in  the
ED,  there  is  a  need  for  quality  studies  comparing  the  
effectiveness  of  the  more  commonly  prescribed  opioids  
(hydrocodone  and  oxycodone  congeners  and  other  
semisynthetic  opioids)  and  nonopioid  therapies,  with  attentio
to  confounding  variables  such  as  depression  or  other  
psychopathology.  Further  study  is  needed  to  validate  or  refute
the  reported  associations  of  early  or  potent  opioid  prescribing  
with  increased  rates  of  disability.51  Given  the  frequency  of  acu
low  back  pain  as  an  ED  presentation  and  its  association  with  
perceived  drug-seeking  behavior,78  and  with  apparent  higher  
risk  for  misuse,43  more  attention  needs  to  be  paid  to  
discriminatory  historical  or  physical  factors  that  may  be  
predictive  of  drug-seeking  or  abuse  to  allow  better  matching  o
treatment  modality  for  individual  patients.  
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Future  studies  should  include  additional  multiple-dose  
analgesic  protocols  to  better  understand  the  postdischarge  
experience  of  patients  with  acute  pain  and  what  would  
constitute  optimum  patient  follow-up  provisions.  Investigators  
should  include  clinically  relevant  study  periods  (days  to  weeks),  
which  vary  by  diagnosis;  thus,  trials  should  be  stratified  by  
specific  presenting  complaints,  pain  site,  discharge  diagnosis,  
and  classification  of  pain  type,  ie,  nociceptive,  neuropathic,  and  
visceral  pain.  In  addition  to  measuring  pain  and  adverse  effects,  
functional  outcomes,  such  as  return  to  work  or  pain-related  
quality-of-life  measures,  should  be  included.79  Straightforward  
observational  studies  are  needed  to  determine  the  relative  
duration  of  different  acute  pain  presentations,  thus  informing  
decisions  to  prescribe  an  appropriate  number  of  opioid  doses  
per  prescription.  Current  prescribing  practice  often  involves  a  
“one  size  fits  all”  pattern  that  is  encouraged  by  electronic  
prescribing  software.  Prescribing  practices  that  ignore  variable  
durations  of  acute  pain  syndromes  will  predictably  result  in  
undertreatment  for  some  patients  and  overtreatment  for  others.  
The  latter  increases  the  likelihood  that  unused  opioids  will  be  
diverted  into  nonmedical  use  in  communities  at  risk.  

Additional  research  should  include  evaluation  of  the  
appropriateness  of  patient  satisfaction  as  a  quality  metric  as  
related  to  patient  expectations  of  opioids  and  the  prevalence  of  
providers  reporting  pressure  through  low  patient  satisfaction  
scores  or  administrative  complaints  to  provide  opioids  when  the  
providers  believe  these  drugs  are  not  medically  indicated.  This  
issue  may  gain  increased  importance  with  the  institution  of  the  
Hospital  Consumer  Assessment  of  Healthcare  Providers  and  
Systems  (HCAHPS)  survey,  which  may  tie  some  reimbursement  
to  patient  satisfaction  scores.  Additional  work  is  needed  to  
investigate  what  constitutes  an  appropriate  educational  
curriculum  in  both  medical  school  and  residency  for  physician  
education  concerning  safe,  appropriate,  and  judicious  use  of  
opioids.  

Research  addressing  the  treatment  of  chronic  noncancer  
pain  would  be  enhanced  by  the  use  of  accepted  case  
definitions,  standardized  definitions  of  adverse  events,  and  
validated  pain  measurements.  Case  definitions  should  use  a  
similar  definition  of  chronic,  nociceptive  (musculoskeletal  or  
visceral)  versus  neuropathic  pain,  or  pain  by  disease  type  
(headache,  low  back  pain,  etc).  Research  reporting  also  
requires  more  refined  descriptions  of  opioid  potency  and  
routes  of  administration.  

Although  opioids  represent  a  treatment  modality  that  has  
long  been  used  in  patient  care,  it  is  clear  by  the  paucity  of  
definitive  answers  to  the  questions  posed  in  this  document  and  
the  significant  number  of  future  research  issues  that  much  work  
remains  to  be  done  to  clarify  the  best  use  of  opioids  in  the  care  
of  patients.  

Relevant  industry  relationships/potential  conflicts  of  
interest:  Dr.  Sporer  is  a  consultant  to  Alcomed,  a  pharmaceutical  
company.  Dr.  Todd  serves  on  the  Professional  Advisory  Board  of  the  
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American  Chronic  Pain  Association  and  has  previously  been  a  
consultant  to  the  pharmaceutical  industry.  

Relevant  industry  relationships  are  those  relationships  with  
companies  associated  with  products  or  services  that  significantly  
impact  the  specific  aspect  of  disease  addressed  in  the  critical  
questions.  
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Intervention(s)/Test(s)/Modality Outcome Results Limitations/Comments Class 
Measure/Criterion 
Standard 

Comparison of West Virginia 
medical examiner data with 
patient data from the state 
prescription monitoring program 

Behaviors of those 
who died of a 
pharmaceutical 
overdose; 

295 deaths; 67% 
male; 92% aged 
18-54 y; 63% 
pharmaceutical 

Actual source of opioids 
involved in death not 
known; single state; not 
validated definitions; 

III 

and opioid abuse treatment 
program records 

diversion; doctor 
shopping; 
substance abuse 

diversion; 21% 
doctor shopping; 
95% substance 

retrospective 

history; type of 
drug 

abuse history; 
93% opioids 

Review of prescription drug Determined Although there Reasons for multiple III 
database (not prescription 
monitoring program) to identify 
amount of buprenorphine 

prescribed quantity 
of buprenorphine, 
delivered quantity, 

was some 
variation over 
time, the trend 

providers or overlapping 
or interrupted 
prescriptions unclear; 

delivered, prescribed, and 
obtained by doctor shopping; 
extension of 2004 study, used 
multiple time period 

and the doctor 
shopping quantity 

for prescribing 
stayed constant 
overall and 
doctor shopping 

did not examine risk 
factors for abuse 

comparisons; evaluation of trends decreased after 
in doctor shopping over time 2004, associated 

with the change 
in the 
mechanism by 
which 
prescriptions are 
monitored 

Physicians prescribing analgesics Change in 179 enrolled; Convenience sample; III 
for nonacute pain were asked prescription for the management majority of data from 4 
details about the patient’s 
prescription and then again after 
being informed of the prescription 
monitoring program search result 

specific patient changed in 41%; 
61% received 
fewer opioids, 
39% received 

prescribers 

for that patient more 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
         

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Evidentiary Table. 
Study Year Design 

Hall et al32 2008 Retrospective, 
population 
based, 
observational 
study 

Pradel et 2009 Database 
al33 

Baehren et 2010 Prospective, 
al39 uncontrolled 
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Intervention(s)/Test(s)/Modality Outcome 
Measure/Criterion 
Standard 

Results Limitations/Comments Class 

Multiple treatment modalities for Clinical NSAIDs shown The studies examining III 
acute low back pain, including 
oral drugs, local injections, and 
nondrug treatment 

improvement of 
low back pain 

to effectively 
improve 
symptoms 
compared with 
placebo, but use 
associated with 
gastrointestinal 
adverse effects; 
muscle 
relaxants may 
reduce pain and 
improve 
clinical 
assessment but 
are associated 
with adverse 
effects 
including 
drowsiness, 
dizziness, 
nausea 

the effects of analgesics 
such as acetaminophen 
or opioids were 
generally too small to 
detect any clinically 
important differences 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
         

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Evidentiary Table (continued). 
Study Year Design 

McIntosh 2011 Review of 
and Hall45 randomized 

controlled 
trials, 
systematic 
reviews, and 
observational 
studies found 
searching 
MEDLINE 
1966-12/2009, 
EMBASE 
1980 to 
12/2009, and 
Cochrane 
database up to 
12/2009; 49 
studies met 
inclusion 
criteria 
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ion(s)/Test(s)/Modality Outcome Results Limitations/Comments Class 
Measure/Criterion 
Standard 

nd COX-2 inhibitors Clinical Review authors found 7 studies reported on III 
ed to treat low back improvement of NSAIDs are not more acute low back pain, 5 

low back pain effective than other drugs 
(acetaminophen, opioids, 

of which, including 1 
higher-quality study, 

and muscle relaxants); 
placebo and acetaminophen 
had fewer adverse effects 

did not find any 
statistical differences 
between NSAIDs and 

than NSAIDs, although the 
latter had fewer adverse 

opioids or muscle 
relaxants; there is 

effects than muscle 
relaxants and opioids; the 
new COX-2 NSAIDs do not 

moderate evidence that 
NSAIDs are not more 
effective than other 

seem to be more effective 
than traditional NSAIDs but 
are associated with fewer 
adverse effects, particularly 

drugs for acute low 
back pain 

stomach ulcers, although 
other literature has shown 
that some COX-2 NSAIDs 
are associated with 
increased cardiovascular 
risk 

s; comparative trial of Patients examined Both regimens produced No mention of patient III 
l vs diflunisal for up to at 1-wk intervals marked improvement in randomization 

for task capability, 
range of motion, 

most parameters, similar 
adverse effect profiles 

and subjective pain 
self-assessment 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
         

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Evidentiary Table (continued). 
Study Year Design Intervent

Roelofs 2008 Cochrane NSAIDs a
et al46 review: administer

search of 
MEDLINE, 

pain 

EMBASE, 
and 
Cochrane 
central 
registry of 
controlled 
trials up to 
7/2007; 65 
trials 
qualified for 
review 

Videman 1984 Double- 70 patient
et al47 blind parallel meptazino

study 3 wk 
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C
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tervention(s)/Test(s)/Modality Outcome 
Measure/Criterion 
Standard 

Results Limitations/Comments Class 

ospective cohort of workers Injury severity, For long-term users Addressed progression III 
ith back injuries interviewed at 
 days (medial) and 1 y after 
jury; pharmacy data obtained 
om computerized records; 
alyzed for demographic and 
variates 

pain, function, and 
quantities of 
opioids used 

total number of 
medications 
increased 
significantly (P=.01) 
from the first to the 
fourth quarter; after 
adjustment for 
baseline pain, 
function, and injury 
severity, the 
strongest predictor of 
longer-term opioid 
prescriptions was 
total number of 
medications in the 
first quarter; receipt 
of >10 mg/day 
medicine in first 
quarter more than 
tripled the odds of 
receiving opioids 
long term, and 
receipt of >40 
mg/day medicine in 
first quarter had 6-
fold odds of 
receiving long-term 
opioids; amount of 
prescribed opioid 
received early after 
injury predicts long-
term use 

to long-term use 
according to initial 
treatment and 
continuation of same 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
         

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Evidentiary Table (continued). 
Study Year Design In

Franklin et 2009 Prospective Pr
al52 cohort; 

Washington 
State workers 
with back 
injury; n=1,883 

w
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in
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Measure/Criterion 
Standard 

 dose of oxycodone 5 Primary outcomes 88 subjects evaluated, 73 Small sample size II 
etaminophen 325 mg 
ule II vs hydrocodone 5 
etaminophen 325 mg 
ule III 

were numeric pain 
scores (0-10) at 30 
and 60 min 

enrolled, 67 completed ED 
study period, 35 to 
oxycodone, 32 to 
hydrocodone; 

powered to address 
acute pain during the 
first 30 to 60 min in the 
ED; study also assessed 

no baseline differences, no 
differences in outcomes at 
30 min: -0.6 (95% CI -1.8 
to 0.5); 60 min -0.5 (95% 
CI -2.0 to 1.0); adverse 

adverse effects during a 
longer period of time; 
excluded history of 
alcohol or opioid or 
other substance abuse; 

effects higher for 
constipation with 

limited time period 

hydrocodone (21% vs 0%; 
(95% CI 3% to 39%) 

codone 7.5 mg/ibuprofen Primary outcome 147 subjects enrolled (75 Excluded drug or I 
g (schedule III) vs was mean daily hydrocodone/ibuprofen, 72 alcohol abuse, 
done 5 mg/acetaminophen pain relief score at oxycodone/acetaminophen), concealment methods 
g (schedule II) endpoint (day 8 or adults with acute or described 

day of recurrent low back pain 
discontinuation), 
study period up to 8 
days, intention-to-
treat analysis 

requiring opioids, 85% 
completed study in both 
groups, mean days to 
endpoint 6.5 vs 6.9 days, no 
baseline differences, no 
differences in pain relief, 
number of pills, global 
evaluations, SF-36, pain 
interference with work, 
adverse events 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
         

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Evidentiary Table (continued). 
Study Year Design Interv

Marco et 2005 Single site; Single
al57 prospective; 

double blind; 
randomized 
controlled 

mg/ac
sched
mg/ac
sched

trial; 
concealment 
method 
described; ED 
patients with 
fractures 

Palangio 2002 Prospective Hydro
et al58 multicenter 200 m

(18 sites), oxyco
randomized 325 m
controlled 
trial, 
sequential 
assignment by 
computer-
generated 
randomization 
schedule 
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ention(s)/Test(s)/Modality Outcome 
Measure/Criterion 
Standard 

Results Limitations/Comments Class 

yl buccal tablet for 
hrough pain in chronic low 
ain patients 

Pain before 
treatment and for 2 
h after treatment 

Fentanyl buccal tablet 
effective for breakthrough 
pain in chronic low back 
pain; adverse effects in 
65%; 34% during double-
blind phase 

Severe selection bias in 
initial screening; 
industry sponsored 

III 
for 

adverse 
effects 

yl buccal tablet for 
hrough pain in chronic pain 
ts 

Pain before 
treatment and for 2 
h after treatment 

Fentanyl buccal tablet 
effective for breakthrough 
pain; adverse effects in 
63%; 22% dropout 

Severe selection bias in 
initial screening; 
industry sponsored 

III 
for 

adverse 
effects 

mized trials in chronic 
ncer pain comparing potent 
s with placebo 

Pain intensity 
outcomes 

15 randomized trials were 
included; 11 studies 
compared oral opioids for 
4 wk; pain intensity 
decrease was 30% 
compared with placebo; 
only 44% were taking 
opioids by mo 7 to 24; 
80% of patients 
experienced at least 1 
adverse event: 
constipation (41%), 
nausea (32%), 
somnolence (29%) 

4-wk duration on 
average; differing 
causes of pain; open 
label in many of the 
studies; limited power 
calculations; 
concealment not 
maintained in some 
studies 

III 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
         

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Evidentiary Table (continued). 
Study Year Design Interv

Portenoy 
et al59 

2007 Randomized, 
double blind, 
placebo 
controlled 

Fentan
breakt
back p

Simpson 
et al60 

2007 Randomized, 
double blind, 
placebo 
controlled 

Fentan
breakt
patien

Kalso et 
al62 

2004 Systematic 
review 

Rando
nonca
opioid
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Measure/Criterion 
Standard 

adol/acetaminophen vs Pain VAS; pain 336 patients 35%-40% dropout rate; II 
bo; patients with chronic 
ack pain requiring daily 
ation for at least 3 mo 

relief rating scale; 
Short Form Magill 
Pain Questionnaire 

randomized; 
improved 
mean final 

pharmaceutical-
sponsored research 

SF-36; 3-mo trial pain scores (47 
vs 63; 
P<.001), 
adverse 
effects: nausea 
12%, dizziness 
11%, 
constipation 
10%, 
somnolence 
9% 

adol/acetaminophen vs Pain VAS; pain 318 patients 153 of 318 dropped out; II 
bo; patients with chronic relief rating scale; randomized; pharmaceutical-
ack pain requiring daily 
ation for at least 3 mo 

Short Form Magill 
Pain Questionnaire 
SF-36; 

tramadol 
improved pain 
VAS (P=.15) 

sponsored research 

Roland Disability 
Questionnaire 

and final Pain 
Relief Rating 
Scale 
(P<.001); 
adverse 
effects: nausea 
13%, 
somnolence 
12%, 
constipation 
11%, dizziness 
8% 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
          

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Evidentiary Table (continued). 
Study Year Design Inter

Peloso et 2004 Prospective, Tram
al63 randomized, 

blinded 
study 

place
low b
medic

Ruoff et 2003 Prospective, Tram
al64 randomized, place

blinded 
study 

low b
medic
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vention(s)/Test(s)/Modality Outcome Results Limitations/Comments Class 
Measure/Criterion 
Standard 

adol/acetaminophen vs Time to 380 patients in The dropout rate was III 
bo; patients with chronic discontinuation open-label the primary outcome; 
ack pain requiring daily 

cation for at least 3 mo 
because of 
inadequate pain 

phase; 254 
entered into 

pharmaceutical-
sponsored research 

relief; Short Form blinded phase; 
Magill Pain time to 
Questionnaire; therapeutic 
Roland Disability failure was 
Questionnaire greater in the 

placebo group 
(P<.0001); 
other 
parameters 
showed 
improvement;  
adverse 
effects: nausea 
17%, dizziness 
15%, 
somnolence 
14%, headache 
12% 
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Standard 

dermal fentanyl vs Pain relief (VAS Comparable Both groups had half of III 
ned-release oral morphine; 
tal patients; dose titrated to 
; followed for 13 mo;  

scale); bowel 
function (validated 
questionnaire); 

pain relief, 
noninferior, 
VAS score for 

the participants drop 
out; vague definition of 
chronic low back pain; 

tient setting; not applicable 
 

quality of life (SF-
36); disease, 
progression (3-

fentanyl (56) 
vs morphine 
(55); fentanyl 

not blinded 

point scale), days 
not working,  

had lower 
constipation 

adverse events all 
during 13 mo 

rate: fentanyl 
(31%) vs 
morphine 
(48%) 
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Results Limitations/Comments Class 

arison of oxymorphone VAS of pain score Opioids were Only 22 of 75 patients III 
ded-release vs oxycodone 
olled release vs placebo in 
ts with chronic low back 

who were taking a stable 
of opioids 

4 h after morning 
dose; use of 
breakthrough pain 
medications; 
categorical pain 
intensity, pain 
intensity, global 
assessment, adverse 
events 

superior to 
placebo at 
reducing VAS 
for pain 
compared with 
placebo, 
oxymorphone 
(-27), 
oxycodone  
(-36); 
oxymorphone 
was 
comparable to 
oxycodone in 
pain efficacy 
and adverse 
effects; 
sedation and 
constipation 
were more 
common with 
opioids (35% 
vs 29% vs 
11%) 

in the placebo group 
completed the study; 
included only patients 
receiving stable opioids 
and then randomized to 
opioids or placebo; 
baseline characteristics 
between groups not 
specified; 
pharmaceutical-
sponsored research 
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y included randomized trials 41 randomized 81% of the studies Average II 
y opioid for chronic studies with 6,019 were believed to be of duration of the 
ancer pain (defined as pain 
nger than 6 mo) vs placebo 
me other nonopioid 

ent 

patients evaluated 
for effectiveness 
and adverse effects; 
most (80%) had 

high quality; dropout 
rates were 33% in the 
opioid group and 38% 
in the placebo group; 

study was 5 wk 
(range 1-16 wk); 
adequate random 
patient 

nociceptive pain opioids improved pain assignment in 
and functional only 17 of 41 
outcomes compared trials; 90% of 
with placebo in trials were 
nociceptive and 
neuropathic pain; 
strong opioids were 

pharmaceutical-
sponsored 
research 

superior to naproxen 
and nortriptyline for 
pain relief; weak 
opioids were not 
superior; constipation 
and nausea were the 
only significant 
adverse effects 
observed 
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enience sample of patients Beck Depression 271 patients, Only 26% of patients III 
ere new at a pain clinic; 
edication Questionnaire 

dministered; patients were 
d with interdisciplinary 

Inventory; 
Confidential Pain 
questionnaire; SF-
36; Million VAS; 

divided into 
low-, 
medium-, and 
high-score 

completed the full 
treatment program;  
heterogeneous types of 
pain diagnosis; 

ent and/or medications 
, depending on the results of 
tial evaluation 

Oswestry Disability 
Questionnaire; 
Physician Risk 
Assessment; VAS 

pain 
medication 
questionnaire; 
high-score 

differing treatment 
plans 

group was 
more likely to 
have a known 
substance use 
problem (OR 
2.6), request 
early refills 
(OR 3.2), or 
drop out of 
treatment (OR 
2.3) 
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 who were treated and Demographics, 160 patients; 160 of 279 possible III 
ed from a pain clinic 10 y 
dical records were 
ed and questionnaires 
nt to willing participants 

health care 
utilization, 
SF-36; Hospital 
Anxiety and 
Depression Scale; 
Coping Strategy 

60% of 
patients were 
still taking 
long-acting 
opioids; 
dose escalation 

patients participated; 
no control group 

Questionnaire; 
CAGE* test 

was unusual; 
chronic users 
had lower 
health-related 
quality of life 
and higher 
occurrence of 
depression 

 department; h, hour; mg, milligram; min, minute; mo, month; NSAID, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug; 
urvey; VAS, visual analog scale; vs, versus; wk, week; y, year. 
ye-opener) test is a method of screening for alcoholism. 
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 Appendix  A. Literature classifcation schema.* 

 Design/Class 
 † 

 Therapy 
‡
 Diagnosis 

§
 Prognosis 

1 Randomized, controlled trial or Prospective cohort using a criterion Population prospective cohort 
meta-analysis of randomized trials standard or meta-analysis of or meta-analysis of 

prospective studies prospective studies 

2 Nonrandomized trial Retrospective observational Retrospective cohort 
Case control 

3 Case series Case series Case series 
Case report Case report Case report 
Other (eg, consensus, review) Other (eg, consensus, review) Other (eg, consensus, review) 

*Some designs (eg, surveys) will not ft this schema and should be assessed individually. 
†Objective is to measure therapeutic effcacy comparing interventions. 
‡Objective is to determine the sensitivity and specifcity of diagnostic tests. 
§Objective is to predict outcome, including mortality and morbidity. 

 Appendix  B. Approach to downgrading strength of evidence. 

 Downgrading  1 

 Design/Class 

 2  3 

None I II III 
1 level II III X 
2 levels III X X 
Fatally fawed X X X 
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Appendix 2 - Older Adults 

Older Adults17 

The prevalence of pain among older adults has been estimated between 25% and 50%. 
The prevalence of pain in nursing homes is even higher. Unfortunately, managing pain 
in older adults is challenging due to: underreporting of symptoms; presence of multiple 
medical conditions; polypharmacy; declines in liver and kidney function; problems with 
communication, mobility and safety; and cognitive and functional decline in general. 

Acetaminophen is considered the drug of choice for mild-to-moderate pain in older 
adults because it lacks the gastrointestinal, bleeding, renal toxicities, and cognitive 
side-effects that have been observed with NSAIDs in older adults (although 
acetaminophen may pose a risk of liver damage). Opioids must be used with particular 
caution and clinicians should “start low, go slow” with initial doses and subsequent 
titration. Clinicians should consult the American Geriatrics Society Updated Beers 
Criteria for Potentially Inappropriate Medication Use in Older Adults for further 
information on the many medications that may not be recommended. 

The various challenges of pain management in older adults, only sketched here, 
suggest that early referral and/or consultation with geriatric specialists or pain 
specialists may be advisable. 

17 California Medical Association (Prescribing Opioids: Care amid Controversy, March 2014). 
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Appendix 3 - Pediatric Patients 

Pediatric Patients18 

Children of all ages deserve compassionate and effective pain treatment. In fact, due to 
their more robust inflammatory response and immature central inhibitory 
influences, infants and young children actually may experience greater pain sensations 
and pain-related distress than adults. Effective pain management in the pediatric 
population is critical since children and adolescents experience a variety of acute and 
chronic pain conditions associated with common childhood illnesses and injuries, as 
well as some painful chronic diseases that typically emerge in childhood such as 
sickle cell anemia and cystic fibrosis. 

The same basic principles of appropriate pain management for adults apply to children 
and teens, which means that opioids have a place in the treatment armamentarium. 
Developmental differences, however, can make opioid dosing challenging, especially in 
the first several months of life. In the first week of a newborn’s life, for example, the 
elimination half-life of morphine is more than twice as long as that in older children and 
adults, as a result of delayed clearance. For older children, dosing 
must be adjusted for body weight. 

Although a thorough discussion of this topic is not possible in this document, the 
following are summary recommendations for pain management in children and 
teens from the American Pain Society and the American Academy of Pediatrics: 

• Provide a calm environment for procedures that reduce distress-producing 
stimulation; 

• Use age-appropriate pain assessment tools and techniques; 
• Anticipate predictable painful experiences, intervene and monitor accordingly; 
• Use a multimodal approach (pharmacologic, cognitive, behavioral and 

physical) to pain management and use a multidisciplinary approach when 
possible; 

• Involve families and tailor interventions to the individual child; and 
• Advocate for the effective use of pain medication for children to ensure 

compassionate and competent management of their pain. 

18 California Medical Association (Prescribing Opioids: Care amid Controversy, March 2014). 
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Appendix 4 - Opioid Risk Tool (ORT) 
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Appendix 5 - Patient Evaluation and Risk Stratification 

Patient Evaluation and Risk Stratification19 

The medical record should document the presence of one or more recognized medical 
indications for prescribing an opioid analgesic and reflect an appropriately detailed 
patient evaluation. Such an evaluation should be completed before a decision is made 
as to whether to prescribe an opioid analgesic. 

The nature and extent of the evaluation depends on the type of pain and the context in 
which it occurs. For example, meaningful assessment of chronic pain, including pain 
related to cancer or non-cancer origins, usually demands a more detailed evaluation 
than an assessment of acute pain. Assessment of the patient’s pain typically would 
include the nature and intensity of the pain, past and current treatments for the pain, 
any underlying or co-occurring disorders and conditions, and the effect of the pain on 
the patient’s physical and psychological functioning. 

For every patient, the initial work-up should include a systems review and relevant 
physical examination, as well as laboratory investigations as indicated. Such 
investigations help the physician address not only the nature and intensity of the pain, 
but also its secondary manifestations, such as its effects on the patient’s sleep, mood, 
work, relationships, valued recreational activities, and alcohol and drug use. 

Social and vocational assessment is useful in identifying supports and obstacles to 
treatment and rehabilitation; for example: Does the patient have good social supports, 
housing, and meaningful work? Is the home environment stressful or nurturing?. 

Assessment of the patient’s personal and family history of alcohol or drug abuse and 
relative risk for medication misuse or abuse also should be part of the initial evaluation, 
and ideally should be completed prior to a decision as to whether to prescribe opioid 
analgesics. This can be done through a careful clinical interview, which also should 
inquire into any history of physical, emotional or sexual abuse, because those are risk 
factors for substance misuse. Use of a validated screening tool (such as the Screener 
and Opioid Assessment for Patients with Pain [SOAPP-R] or the Opioid Risk Tool 
[ORT]), or other validated screening tools, can save time in collecting and evaluating the 
information and determining the patient’s level of risk. 

All patients should be screened for depression and other mental health disorders, as 
part of risk evaluation. Patients with untreated depression and other mental health 
problems are at increased risk for misuse or abuse of controlled medications, including 
addiction, as well as overdose. 

19 Federation of State Medical Boards - Model Policy on the Use of Opioid Analgesics in the Treatment of Chronic 
Pain, July 2013. 
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Patients who have a history of substance use disorder (including alcohol) are at 
elevated risk for failure of opioid analgesic therapy to achieve the goals of improved 
comfort and function, and also are at high risk for experiencing harm from this therapy, 
since exposure to addictive substances often is a powerful trigger of relapse. Therefore, 
treatment of a patient who has a history of substance use disorder should, if possible, 
involve consultation with an addiction specialist before opioid therapy is initiated (and 
follow-up as needed). Patients who have an active substance use disorder should not 
receive opioid therapy until they are established in a treatment/recovery program or 
alternatives are established such as co-management with an addiction professional. 
Physicians who treat patients with chronic pain should be encouraged to also be 
knowledgeable about the treatment of addiction, including the role of replacement 
agonists such as methadone and buprenorphine. For some physicians, there may be 
advantages to becoming eligible to treat addiction using office-based buprenorphine 
treatment. 

Information provided by the patient is a necessary but insufficient part of the evaluation 
process. Reports of previous evaluations and treatments should be confirmed by 
obtaining records from other providers, if possible. Patients have occasionally provided 
fraudulent records, so if there is any reason to question the truthfulness of a patient’s 
report, it is best to request records directly from the other providers. 

If possible, the patient evaluation should include information from family members 
and/or significant others. Where available, the state prescription drug monitoring 
program (PDMP) should be consulted to determine whether the patient is receiving 
prescriptions from any other physicians, and the results obtained from the PDMP should 
be documented in the patient record. 

In dealing with a patient who is taking opioids prescribed by another physician— 
particularly a patient on high doses—the evaluation and risk stratification assume even 
greater importance. With all patients, the physician’s decision as to whether to prescribe 
opioid analgesics should reflect the totality of the information collected, as well as the 
physician’s own knowledge and comfort level in prescribing such medications and the 
resources for patient support that are available in the community. 
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Appendix 6 - CAGE-AID 

CAGE-AID Questionnaire 
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Appendix 7 - PHQ-9 Nine Symptom Checklist 
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Appendix 8 - SOAPP®-R 
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Appendix 9 - Pain Intensity and Interference (pain scale) 

Pain Intensity   and Interference   (pain scale)20   

20 Interagency Guideline on Opioid Dosing for Chronic Non-cancer Pain: An educational aid to improve care and 
safety with opioid therapy (Washington State Agency Medical Directors’ Group) 
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Appendix 10 - Therapeutic Options for Pain Management 

Therapeutic Options for Pain Management21 

In treating pain, clinicians can avail themselves of five basic modalities of pain-
management tools: 

1. Cognitive-behavioral approaches 
2. Rehabilitative approaches 
3. Complementary and alternative therapies 
4. Interventional approaches 
5. Pharmacotherapy 

Not all of these options are necessary or appropriate for every patient, but clinical 
guidelines suggest that all options should be considered every time a health care 
provider decides to treat a patient with chronic pain. These options can be used alone 
or in combinations to maximize pain control and functional gains. Only one of these 
options involves medications and opioids are only one of many types of medications 
with potential analgesic utility. Which options are used in a given patient depends on 
factors such as the type of pain, the duration and severity of pain, patient preferences, 
co-occurring disease states or illnesses, patient life expectancy, cost and the local 
availability of the treatment option. 

Cognitive-behavioral Approaches 

The brain plays a vitally important role in pain perception and in recovery from injury, 
illness or other conditions involving pain. Psychological therapies of all kinds, therefore, 
may be a key element in pain management. At the most basic level, such therapy 
involves patient education about disease states, treatment options or interventions, and 
methods of assessing and managing pain. Cognitive therapy techniques may help 
patients monitor and evaluate negative or inaccurate thoughts and beliefs about their 
pain. For example, some patients engage in an exaggeration of their condition called 
“catastrophizing” or they may have an overly passive attitude toward their recovery 
which leads them to inappropriately expect a physician to “fix” their pain with little or no 
work or responsibility on their part. Another way to frame this is to assess whether a 
patient has an internal or external “locus of control” relative to their pain. Someone with 
an external locus of control attributes the cause/relief of pain to external causes and 
they expect that the relief comes from someone else. Someone with an internal locus of 
control believes that they are responsible for their own well being; they own the 
experience of pain and recognize they have the ability and obligation to undertake 
remediation, with the help of others. 

Some chronic pain patients have a strong external locus of control, and successful 
management of their pain hinges, in part, on the use of cognitive or other types of 

21 California Medical Association (Prescribing Opioids: Care amid Controversy March 2014) 
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therapy   to shift   the locus   from   external   to internal.   Individual,   group or   family   
psychotherapy   may   be   extremely   helpful   for   addressing   this   and   other   psychological   
issues,   depending   on the specific   needs   of   a patient.    
      
In general,   psychological   interventions   may   be best   suited for   patients   who express   
interest   in   such   approaches,   who feel   anxious   or   fearful   about   their   condition,   or   whose   
personal   relationships   are suffering   as   a result   of   chronic   or   recurrent   pain.   
Unfortunately, the   use of   psychological   approaches   to pain management   can be 
hampered by   such barriers   as   provider   time   constraints,   unsupportive provider   
reimbursement   policies,   lack   of   access   to skilled and trained   providers,   or   a lack of   
awareness   on   the part   of   patients   and/or   physicians   about   the   utility   of   such approaches   
for   improving   pain relief   and overall   function.   
 
Rehabilitative Approaches  
 
In addition   to   relieving   pain,   a range of   rehabilitative therapies   can improve physical 
function,   alter   physiological   responses   to pain   and   help   reduce fear   and anxiety.   
Treatments   used in physical   rehabilitation include exercises   to improve strength,   
endurance,   and flexibility;   gait   and posture   training;   stretching;   and   education about   
ergonomics   and   body   mechanics.   Exercise programs   that   incorporate Tai   Chi,   
swimming,   yoga or   core-training   may   also be useful.   Other   noninvasive physical   
treatments   for   pain include thermotherapy   (application of   heat),   cryotherapy   (application 
of   cold),   counter-irritation and electroanalgesia (e.g.,   transcutaneous   electrical   
stimulation).   Other   types   of   rehabilitative therapies,   such as   occupational   and social   
therapies,   may   be valuable for   selected patients.   
 
Complementary and Alternative Therapies  

Complementary   and   alternative therapies   (CAT)   of   various   types   are used by   many   
patients   in pain,   both at   home and in comprehensive pain clinics,   hospitals   or   other   
facilities.27 These therapies   seek   to reduce pain,   induce relaxation and enhance a 
sense of   control   over   the pain or   the   underlying   disease.   Meditation,   acupuncture,   
relaxation,   imagery,   biofeedback   and hypnosis   are some   of   the therapies   shown to be 
potentially   helpful   to some patients.   CAT   therapies   can be combined with other   pain 
treatment   modalities   and generally   have few,   if   any,   risks   or   attendant   adverse effects.   
Such therapies   can be an important   and   effective component   of   an   integrated program   
of   pain management.   
 
Interventional Approaches  
 
Although beyond   the   scope of   this   paper,   a wide range of   surgical   and other   
interventional   approaches   to pain management   exist,   including   trigger   point   injections,   
epidural   injections,   facet   blocks,   spinal   cord stimulators,   laminectomy,   spinal   fusion,   
deep brain   implants   and neuro-augmentative or   neuroablative surgeries.   Many   of   these 
approaches   involve some significant   risks,   which must   be weighed carefully   against   the 
potential   benefits   of   the therapy.   
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Pharmacotherapy  
 
Many   types   of   medications   can be used to alleviate pain,   some that   act   directly   on pain 
signals   or   receptors,   and others   that   contribute indirectly   to either   reduce pain or   
improve function.   For   patients   with persistent   pain,   medications   may   be used 
concurrently   in an effort   to target   various   aspects   of   the pain   experience.   
 
NSAIDs and Acetaminophen  
 
Non-steroidal   anti-inflammatory   drugs   (NSAIDs),   which include aspirin and other   
salicylic   acid derivatives,   and acetaminophen,   are categorized as   non-opioid pain   
relievers.   They   are used in the management   of   both acute   and chronic   pain such as   that   
arising   from   injury,   arthritis,   dental   procedures,   swelling   or   surgical   procedures.   
Although they   are weaker   analgesics   than   opioids,   acetaminophen and NSAIDs   do   not   
produce tolerance,   physical   dependence or   addiction.   Acetaminophen and NSAIDs   are   
also frequently   added to an   opioid regimen for   their   opioid-sparing   effect.   Since non-
opioids   and   opioids   relieve pain via different   mechanisms,   combination therapy   can 
provide improved relief   with fewer   side effects.   
      
These agents   are not   without   risk,   however.   Adverse effects   of   NSAIDs   as   a   class   
include gastrointestinal   problems   (e.g.,   stomach upset,   ulcers,   perforation,   bleeding,   
liver   dysfunction),   bleeding   (i.e.,   antiplatelet   effects),   kidney   dysfunction,   hypersensitivity   
reactions   and cardiovascular   concerns,   particularly   in the elderly.   The threshold dose for   
acetaminophen liver   toxicity   has   not   been established,   although the   FDA   recommends   
that   the   total   adult   daily   dose should not   exceed 4,000 mg   in patients   without   liver   
disease   (although the ceiling   may   be lower   for   older   adults).   

In 2009,   the FDA   required manufacturers   of   products   containing   acetaminophen   to 
revise their   product   labeling   to include warnings   of   the   risk   of   severe   liver   damage 
associated with its   use.   In 2014,   new   FDA   rules   went   into   effect   that   set   a   maximum   
limit   of   325   mg   of   acetaminophen in prescription combination products   (e.g.   Vicodin and 
Percocet)   in   an   attempt   to limit   liver   damage and other   ill   effects   from   the use of   these 
products.   Of   note,   aspirin (>   325 mg/d),   ibuprofen,   ketoprofen,   naproxen and   other   non-
cyclooxygenase-selective NSAIDs,   are listed   as   “potentially   inappropriate medications”   
for   use in older   adults   in the American   Geriatrics   Society   2012 Beers   Criteria because of   
the range of   adverse effects   they   can have at   higher   doses.   
      
Nonetheless,   with careful   monitoring,   and in selected patients,   NSAIDs   and 
acetaminophen can be   safe and effective for   long-term   management   of   persistent   pain.    
 
Opioids  
 
Opioids   can be effective pain relievers   because,   at   a molecular   level,   they   resemble 
compounds,   such as   endorphins,   which are produced naturally   in the human central   
nervous   system.   Opioid analgesics   work   by   binding   to one or   more of   the three major   
types   of   opioid receptors   in the brain and   body:   mu,   kappa   and delta   receptors.   The   
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most   common opioid   pain medications   are called “mu agonists”   because they   bind to 
and activate mu opioid   receptors.   The   binding   of   mu agonist   opioids   to receptors   in   
various   body   regions   results   in both therapeutic   effects   (such as   pain relief)   and side 
effects   (such as   constipation).   
      
Physical   tolerance   develops   for   some effects   of   opioids,   but   not   others.   For   example,   
tolerance develops   to   respiratory   suppressant   effects   within 5-7 days   of   continuous   use,   
whereas   tolerance to constipating   effects   is   unlikely   to occur.   Tolerance to analgesia 
may   develop early,   requiring   an escalation of   dose,   but   tolerance   may   lessen once   an   
effective dose is   identified and administered regularly,   as   long   as   the associated   
pathology   or   condition   remains   stable.   
      
Opioids,   as   a   class,   comprise many   specific   agents   available in a wide range of    
formulations   and routes   of   administration.   Short-acting,   orally-administered opioids   
typically   have rapid onset   of   action (10-60 minutes)   and   a relatively   short   duration   of   
action (2-4 hours).   They   are typically   used for   acute   or   intermittent   pain,   or   breakthrough 
pain that   occurs   against   a background   of   persistent   low-level   pain.   Extended-
release/long-acting   (ER/LA)   opioids   have a relatively   slow   onset   of   action (typically   
between 30 and 90 minutes)   and   a relatively   long   duration of   action (4 to 72 hours).   The 
FDA   states   that   such drugs   are “indicated for   the management   of   pain severe enough to 
require   daily,   around-the-clock,   long-term   opioid treatment   and for   which alternative   
treatment   options   are inadequate.”   

These agents   achieve their   extended activity   in various   ways.   Some have intrinsic   
pharmacokinetic   properties   that   make their   effects   more enduring   than short-acting   
opioids,   while others   are modified to   slow   their   absorption or   to   slow   the release of   the 
active ingredient.   A   given patient   might   be   appropriate   for   ER/LA   therapy   only,   short-
acting   only   or   a combination of   an   ER/LA   opioid with a short-acting   opioid.   Note that   
patients   may   respond in very   different   ways   to any   given medication   or   combination of   
medications.   One size does   not   fit   all,   and   treatment   is   best   optimized by   titrating   a 
given regimen on an individual   basis.   Combination products   that   join   an opioid with a 
non-opioid analgesic   entail   the risk   of   increasing   adverse effects   from   the non-opioid co-
analgesic   as   doses   are   escalated,   even if   an increase of   the opioid dose is   appropriate.   
      
In response   to concerns   about   opioid misuse and abuse,   abuse-deterrent   and tamper-
resistant   opioid   formulations   have been developed.   One class   of   deterrent   formulation 
incorporates   an opioid antagonist   into   a separate compartment   within a capsule;   
crushing   the capsule releases   the   antagonist   and   neutralizes   the opioid effect.   Another   
strategy   is   to modify   the physical   structure   of   
tablets   or   incorporate compounds   that   make it   difficult   or   impossible to liquefy,   
concentrate,   or   otherwise transform   the   tablets.   Although abuse-deterrent   opioid   
formulations   do not   prevent   users   from   simply   consuming   too much   of   a medication,   
they   may   help   reduce the public   health   burden of   prescription   opioid   abuse.   
      
Patients   who receive opioids   on a long-term   basis   to treat   pain are considered to be 
receiving   long-term   opioid analgesic   therapy,   which is   differentiated   from   opioid use by   
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patients who have an established opioid use disorder who use an opioid (e.g. 
methadone) as part of their treatment program. 

Potential Adverse Effects of Opioids 

Although opioid analgesics (of all formulations) may provide effective relief from 
moderate-to-severe pain, they also entail the following significant risks: 

• Overdose 
• Misuse and diversion 
• Addiction 
• Physical dependence and tolerance 
• Potentially grave interactions with other medications or substances 
• Death 

At   the heart   of   much   of   the current   controversy   over   the use of   opioid analgesics   for   
chronic   pain are   beliefs   about   the degree to which these pain medications   are 
potentially   addicting.   Unfortunately,   it   is   difficult   to quantify   the degree of   addictive risk   
associated with opioid analgesics,   either   for   an individual   patient   or   the population   of   
pain patients   in general.   
      
In this   context,   it   is   critical   to differentiate addiction from   tolerance and physical   
dependence   which are   common physiological   responses   to a wide range of   medications   
and even to   widely-consumed non-prescription drugs   (e.g.   caffeine).   Physical   
dependence   and tolerance alone are not   synonymous   with addiction.   Addiction is   a 
complex   disease state that   severely   impairs   health and   overall   
functioning.   Opioid analgesics   may,   indeed,   be addicting,   but   they   share this   potential   
with a wide range of   other   drugs   such   as   sedatives,   alcohol,   tobacco,   stimulants   and 
anti-anxiety   medications.   
      
Rigorous,   long-term   studies   of   both   the   potential   effectiveness   and potential   addictive 
risks   of   opioid analgesics   for   patients   who do not   have co-existing   substance-use 
disorders   have not   been conducted.   The few   surveys   conducted in community   practice 
settings   estimate rates   of   prescription opioid   abuse of   between 4%   to 26%.   A   2011 
study   of   a   random   sample of   705 patients   undergoing   long-term   opioid therapy   for   non-
cancer   pain found a lifetime   prevalence   rate   of   opioid-use disorder   of   35%.41   The   
variability   in results   reflect   differences   in opioid treatment   duration,   the short-term   nature 
of   most   studies   and disparate   study   populations   and measures   used   to assess   abuse or   
addiction.   Although precise quantification of   the risks   of   abuse and addiction   among   
patients   prescribed opioids   is   not   currently   possible,   the risks   are large enough to 
underscore the importance of   stratifying   patients   by   risk   and providing   proper   monitoring   
and screening   when using   opioid analgesic   therapy.    

Particular caution should be exercised  when prescribing   opioids   to patients   with 
conditions   that   may   be   complicated by   adverse effects   from   opioids,   including   chronic   
obstructive pulmonary   disease   (COPD),   congestive heart   failure,   sleep apnea,   current   
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or   past   alcohol   or   substance   misuse,   mental   illness,   advanced age or   patients   with a 
history   of   kidney   or   liver   dysfunction.   
      
In addition,   opioids   generally   should not   be combined   with other   respiratory   
depressants,   such   as   alcohol   or   sedative-hypnotics   (benzodiazepines   or   barbiturates)   
unless   these   agents   have been   demonstrated to provide important   clinical   benefits,   
since unexpected opioid fatalities   can occur   in   these combination situations   at   relatively   
low   opioid doses.    
      
In addition   to   the   potential   risks   just   described,   opioids   may   induce   a wide range of   side   
effects   including   respiratory   depression,   sedation,   mental   clouding   or   confusion,   
hypogonadism,   nausea,   vomiting,    constipation,   itching   and   urinary   retention.   With the 
exception of   constipation and hypogonadism,   many   of   these side effects   tend to 
diminish with time.   Constipation requires   prophylaxis   that   is   prescribed at   the time   of   
treatment   initiation and   modified as   needed   in   response to frequent   monitoring.   With   the   
exception of   constipation,   uncomfortable   or   unpleasant   side effects   may   potentially   be 
reduced by   switching   to another   opioid or   route of   administration (such side effects   may   
also be alleviated with adjunctive medications).   Although constipation is   rarely   a   limiting   
side effect,   other   side   effects   may   be intolerable.   Because it   is   impossible to predict   
which side effects   a patient   may   experience,   it   is   appropriate   to inquire about   them   on a   
regular   basis.   
      
Patients   should be fully   informed about   the risk   of   respiratory   depression with opioids,   
signs   of   respiratory   depression and   about   steps   to take   in an emergency.   Patients   and 
their   caregivers   should   be counseled to immediately   call   911   or   an emergency   service if   
they   observe any   of   these warning   signs.   

As   of   January   2014,   a California physician may   issue standing   orders   for   the   distribution 
of   an opioid antagonist   to a   person at   risk   of   an opioid-related overdose or   to   a family   
member,   friend,   or   other   person in a   position to assist   a person   at   risk   of   an opioid-
related overdose.   A   physician may   also issue a standing   order   for   the administration of   
an opioid antagonist   to   a person at   risk   of   an   opioid-related overdose to a family   
member,   friend,   or   other   person in a   position to assist   a person experiencing   or   
reasonably   suspected of   experiencing   an opioid overdose.   
      
The potential   of   adverse effects   and   the lack   of   data about   the   addictive risks   posed by   
opioids   do not   mean   these medications   should not   be used.   Common clinical   
experience and extensive literature document   that   some patients   benefit   from   the   use   of   
opioids   on a short   or   long   term   basis.   Existing   guidelines   from   many   sources,   including   
physician specialty   societies   (American Academy   of   Pain Medicine,   The American   Pain 
Society),   various   states   (Washington,   Colorado,   Utah),   other   countries   (Canada)   and 
federal   agencies   (Department   of   Defense,   Veterans   Administration),   reflect   this   potential   
clinical utility.    
      
Recommendations   from   authoritative consensus   documents   have been summarized in 
concise,   user-friendly   formats   such   as:   Responsible Opiate Prescribing:   A   Clinician’s   
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Guide for   the Federation of   State Medical   Boards;   the 2013 Washington State Labor   
and Industries   Guideline for   Prescribing   Opioids   to Treat   Pain in   Injured Workers;   and 
the Agency   Medical   Directors’   Group   2010 Opioid Dosing   Guideline   for   Chronic   Non-
Cancer   Pain.    
 
Methadone  
 
Particular   care must   be taken when prescribing   methadone.   Although known primarily   
as   a drug   used   to help   patients   recovering   from   heroin addiction,   methadone   can   be   an   
effective opioid treatment   for   some pain conditions.   Methadone is   a focus   of   current   
debate because it   is   frequently   involved in unintentional   overdose deaths.    These 
deaths   have escalated   as   methadone   has   increasingly   been   used to   treat   chronic   pain.   
      
Methadone must   be prescribed even more cautiously   than   other   opioids   and with full   
knowledge of   its   highly   variable pharmacokinetics   and pharmacodynamics.   Of   critical   
importance is   the   fact   that   methadone’s   analgesic   half-life is   much shorter   than   its   
elimination half-life.   This   can lead to an accumulation of   the drug   in the body.   In   
addition,   methadone is   metabolized by   a different   group of   liver   enzymes   than most   
other   opioids,   which can lead to   unexpected   drug   interactions.   
      
When   rotating   from   another   opioid   to methadone,   extreme   caution must   be used when 
referring   to equianalgesic   conversion tables.   Consensus   recommendations   suggest   a 
75 to 90%   decrement   in the equianalgesic   dose from   conventional   conversion tables   
when a switch is   made   from   another   opioid to   methadone.   

Because the risk   of   overdose is   particularly   acute with methadone,   patients   should be 
educated   about   these risks   and counseled   to use methadone exactly   as   prescribed.   
They   should also be warned   about   the   dangers   of   mixing   unauthorized substances,   
especially   alcohol   and other   sedatives,   with their   medication.   This   should be explicitly   
stated in any   controlled substance agreement   that   the patient   receives,   reads   and signs   
before   the initiation of   treatment   […].   
      
Although uncommon,   potentially   lethal   cardiac   arrhythmias   can be induced by   
methadone.   The cardiac   health of   patients   who are   candidates   for   methadone should be 
assessed,   with particular   attention paid to a history   of   heart   disease or   arrhythmias.   An 
initial   ECG   may   be advisable prior   to starting   methadone,   particularly   if   a patient   has   a   
specific   cardiac   disease or   cardiac   risk   factors   or   is   taking   agents   that   may   interact   with 
methadone.   In addition,   it   is   important   that   an ECG   be repeated periodically,   because 
QT   interval   prolongation has   been demonstrated to be a function of   methadone blood 
levels   and/or   in   response to a variety   of   other   medications.   
 
Adjuvant Pain Medications  
      
Although opioid   medications   are powerful   pain relievers,   in the   treatment   of   neuropathic   
pain and some other   centralized pain disorders   such as   fibromyalgia,   they   are of   limited 
effectiveness   and are   not   preferred.   Other   
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classes of medications, however, may provide relief for pain types or conditions that do 
not respond well to opioids. Some of these adjuvant medications exert a direct 
analgesic effect mediated by non-opioid receptors centrally or peripherally. Others have 
no direct analgesic qualities but may provide pain relief indirectly via central or 
peripheral affects. 

Commonly-used non-opioid adjuvant analgesics include antiepileptic drugs (AEDs), 
tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs) and local anesthetics (LAs). AEDs, such as gabapentin 
and pregabalin, are used to treat neuropathic pain, especially shooting, stabbing or 
knife-like pain from peripheral nerve syndromes.TCAs and some newer types of 
antidepressants may be valuable in treating a variety of types of chronic and 
neuropathic pain, including post-herpetic neuralgia and diabetic neuropathy. LAs are 
used to manage both acute and chronic pain. Topical application provides localized 
analgesia for painful procedures or conditions with minimal systemic absorption or side 
effects. Topical Las are also used to treat neuropathic pain. Epidural blocks with LAs, 
with or without opioids, play an important role in managing postoperative and obstetrical 
pain. 
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Area/Type of Pain  Treatment Options 
(Strongest Recommendations listed first) 

When to Initiate Population Duration/Indication of 
Treatment 

Cautions/MISC 

Back Pain 
<4 weeks 

Directed Exercise Program 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6  Within 7‐10 days of injury All ages  Life long Consider co morbities 

Controlled Weight Loss 2  Immediately  All ages  Life long Consider co morbidities 

Ice/Heat 2, 4, 6, 7  During the first  1‐4 days All ages  Most effective in first 1‐3 days Consider co morbidities 

Acetaminophen up to 4 g/day 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9  Immediately  Adults  Can be long term Consider co morbidities 

Physical therapy 4, 6, 10, 11 After 3 weeks of conservative 
therapy 

Adults  1‐2 visits  Consider co morbidities 

NSAIDs 2, 4, 6, 9, 12 Immediately (recommended to 
try Acetaminophen first) 

Younger adults, without any CV, 
Renal or GI risk factors 

Short term treatment  Consider co morbidities, no 
CV, renal or GI risk factors 

Muscle Relaxers 4, 9, 13 Immediately  Adults  Short term treatment  Significant side effects profile, 
use cautions in prescribing 

Cox‐2 Inhibitors 1, 2  If unable to tolerate NSAIDs and 
failed Acetaminophen therapy 

Adults , not to be used in people 
with any CV risk factors 

Short term treatment  Consider co morbidities, no 
CV risk factors 

Back School 14, 15 After 1‐2 weeks of conservative 
therapy 

Adults  For length of program  This has shown to speed 
return to work, but not any 
significance in lowering of 
pain scores or duration of 
pain. 

Tramadol/acetaminophen 2  After failing acetaminophen for 
1‐2 weeks 

Adults  Can be long term Consider co morbidities 

Tramadol 2  After initial acetaminophen trail Adults  Can be long term Consider co morbidities 

Manipulation 1, 4, 6, 16, 17, 18, 19 Most effective when used for 
pain <6 weeks of duration 
without radiculopathy 

Adults  3‐4 weeks of treatment has 
been studied. Up to 8 
treatments. 

Consider co morbidities, not 
shown to be better than 
other therapies. Not to be 
used with herniated disks 

Back Pain >4 
weeks 

Directed Exercise Program 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 
18, 19 

Immediately  Adults  Life Long Consider co morbidities 

Yoga exercises (viniyoga)  20 Immediately  Adults  Life Long, studies for 12 weekly 
sessions 

Has been shown to be as or 
more beneficial than exercise 
in some studies. 

Controlled Weight Loss 2  Immediately  Adults  Life Long Consider co morbidities 

Acetaminophen up to 4 g/day 1, 2, 4, 8  Immediately  Adults  Can be long term Consider co morbidities 

NSAIDs 2, 4, 12 Immediately, recommend 
acetaminophen trial first. Some 
evidence that NSAIDs are equal 
with acetaminophen in chronic 
low back pain (21) Some 

Adults with no CV, Renal or GI risk 
factors 

Short term Consider co morbidities, no 
CV, renal or GI risk factors 
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  evidence that it   is superior   
  pain  control. (22) 

at 

Muscle   Relaxers 4, 13   Immediately  Adults  Short     term treatment    Significant side effects   profile, 
use   cautions     in prescribing, 

  some studies did   not show   
any benefit   after   3‐4   weeks of 
injury   

Cox‐2 Inhibitors   1, 2    If unable to     tolerate NSAIDs and Adults     with no   CV risk factors  Short     term Consider   co     morbidities, no 
no   CV risk factors  CV risk factors   

Back School   14,   15, 18   After    1‐2  
therapy 

weeks   of     conservative Adults  For   length   of   program   This has  shown     to   speed 
return   to   work,   but   not any 

  significance in   lowering   of 
  pain scores   or     duration of 

pain.       Swedish  Back  School   
  program was studied. 

Tricyclic antidepressants 9,   23   After    3‐4  weeks     and failing   
  conservative   therapy, 

  acetaminophen 

Adults  As long     as deemed beneficial   Have significant   side   
profile,   consider     co 
morbidities 

effects 

 Tramadol/acetaminophen 2  After   failing   
1‐2   weeks 

acetaminophen   for   Adults    Can be long     term Consider   co   morbidities 

 Tramadol 2  After   failing   
  co administr

acetaminophen   
  ation   with 

trial,  Adults    Can be long     term Consider   co   morbidities 

acetaminophen    has  been     shown 
  to have   more     favorable results 

Injections,  epidural/facet joints   24, 25   After   failing   
treatment 

  conservative Adults  As long     as beneficial, if effective 
often     last 1‐4 months in 

  duration, can   be   used to     help 
diagnosis and   evaluate   for   
additional   treatment   options 

Choose   population     according 
  to guidelines.       There   are 

conflicting   opinions     on 
efficacy   

Physical   Therapy    10,   

      

11  Recommend   
immediately 

starting   Adults  1‐2   visits  Consider   co   morbidities 

Message   Therapy 26, 27, 28   Recommended   in     conjunction 
  exercise and     education 

Adults  As long   as beneficial     has been 
shown     to effective   for     up   to   one 

    year, >5  visits shows better 
  results, most studies showed 

Some   disagreement     in 
  literature,   but done by 

  licensed therapist   found   
more     effective 

  to   be 

results in   6‐10 treatments 
Neuroreflexotherapy 29   Only   in   Chronic LBP  Adults    Undetermined Preliminarily this has     shown 

  some   effect.  Requires 
lengthy     training of 

 practitioner  to   be     considered 
  effective 

Neck     Pain   Directed   Exercise Program   1,   2, 3, 6,   30     Within   7‐10 days   of injury All   ages    Life long     Consider   co   morbidities, can 
add   mechanical     manipulation 
  to   an   exercise program 

  Acetaminophen 4g/day     maximum   2, 6, 31 Immediately  Adults    Can be long     term   Consider   co  morbidities 
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NSAIDs   6, 12,   31  Immediately (recommended   
  try Acetaminophen first) 

  to Younger   
Renal   or   

adults,   without   
GI   risk factors 

any   CV,  Short     term treatment  Consider   
CV, renal   

co   
or   

  morbidities, no 
  GI risk factors 

Physical   Therapy    6 After    2  weeks of   
treatment 

  conservative Adults  1‐2    visits for  education, 
counseling   of     home   exercise 

Consider   co   morbidities 

Manipulation    6 Once   more     conservative 
measures fail   

Adults  Best when   
  exercise 

combined     with Consider   co   morbidites,   
instances of CVA 

  rare 

  IV methylprednisolone  31  Within   8 hours of injury for   
whiplash 

  acute Adults  One   t    ime treatment  Any contraindications to
  steroids. 

   IV 

IM Lidocaine    31    Chronic neck pain with     arm Adults  Only   a few     treatments indicated Consider   co   morbidities 
symptoms 

Muscle    Relaxers  31  Immediately  Adults  Short     term Consider   co   morbidities 
Acupuncture    32  After   failing     exercise and/or   

acetaminophen/NSAIDs 
Adults   Ideally 6    or     more treatments, 

effects have   been   shown   for   
short‐term   pain   relief 

Consider   co   morbidities 

  Headache   Directed exercise   program 33   Immediately  Adults  When   the    HA is a  result of a 
mechanical   neck disorder   

Consider   co   morbidities 

  Acetaminophen 4   g/day maximum     34 Immediately  Adults  Long   term, has not   been     shown 
  to be     effective   in migraines 

Consider   co   morbidities 

NSAIDS   12, 35, 36   Immediately  Adults  Short   term,   shown   to     be 
effective     in both     migraine 
non‐migraine    HAs 

  and 
Consider   co   morbidities, not 
  to be     used   with CV, renal     or 

GI risk factors 
 Triptans  36, 37   Use     if unable   to control   HA     with 

NSAIDs     and or     acetaminophen 
Adults  Beneficial   for     migraine 

headaches.   IM has been     shown 
  to be   more     effective   than oral, 

Consider   co   morbidities 

but   both   are   superior     to 
placebo.     Sumatriptan most 

  studied 
  Excedrin    36 Immediately  Adults    Shown to   

migraines 
  be beneficial     in   Acute Consider   co   morbidities 

  Amitriptyline    35 Immediately  Adults  Best for     migraine headaches, 
can be     started immediately 

Monitor   for     side effects     and 
complications   of   medication, 
can cause   drowsiness 

Antidepressants   
38, 39   

(other   TCAs,   SNRIs, SSRIs)  After   failing   
therapy 

  conservative Adults  Migraine, tension,     and   mixed. 
  Studies lasted 4‐27 weeks 

Independent   of depression, 
SSRI   least     effective 

 Antiemetics  36   With     migraine   associated nausea  Adults    Has been shown   
  pain   and nausea   

  to   help   with 
  with migraines 

  Consider   co morbidities 

    Anticonvulsants  40   After   failing 
  prevention 

  other therapies,     for Adults    For   prevention 
  headache 

of     migraine   Sodium valproate/divalproex 
  sodium and     topiramate   are 

  the best     studied 
  NSAIDS   combined 

 

  with   metoclopromide   41   After   failing   acetaminophen Adults    Migraine   Consider   co morbidities, 
  metoclopromide can     cause 

dystonia. NNT 3.5 
DHE IM/SC/IV     36   After   failing 

therapies 
  more   conservative Adults    Have shown   to 

  more   effective 
  with antiemeti

help   migraines, 
  in   combination 

cs 

  Consider   co morbidities 

Isometheptene     36   After   failing   more   conservative Adults    Found   effective   for mild‐    Consider co    morbidities 
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therapies    moderate   migraine 
Normal   barometric oxygen   therapy    42  Immediately  Adults  For   use     in Cluster   Headaches    Unknown 
TENS    35  Immediately  Adults  Best for   cervical     tension 

headaches,     mildly affective 
  some   migraine headaches 

  in 
Do     not use in   patients     with 
pacemakers,   cardiac 
conduction   abnormalities, or   
over     the   carotid body or   sinus 

Manipulation    35  Immediately  Adults  Best for   tension, post‐traumatic 
headache.    Can   be   helpful     in 

  some   migraine headaches 

Choose   population   
  to   literature 

according   

Acupuncture    43  As adjuvant treatment  Adults    Shown to     be effective   
tension     and   migraine 

 for     both Choose   population   according   
  to literature,   not effective   for   

all   
Osteoarthritis    Directed Exercise   Program1, 2,   3,   6, 44   Within   7‐10 days    of    injury   All   ages    Life long   Consider   co   morbidities 

  Controlled Weight   Loss 2  Immediately  All   ages    Life long   Consider   co   morbidities 

  Acetaminophen  4g/day  maximum   2, 8    Immediately first line Adults    Can be long     term Consider   co   morbidities 
NSAIDs    2,   12   Immediately  Younger   

Renal   or   
adults,   without   
GI   risk factors 

any   CV,  Short     term Consider   
CV, renal   

co   
or   

  morbidities, no 
  GI risk factors 

  Non‐acetylated alicylates 2 s Immediately  Adults  Short     term Consider   
watch for

co   
   ot

morbidities, 
otoxicity 

Topical   capsaicin   2  Immediately  Adults  Short     term Consider   co   morbidities 
Intra‐articular     steroid injection   2, 45   Immediately  Adults    Can be long   term, but     if too long   

can consider   joint     replacement. 
  This should be     considered 

  first‐line therapeutic 
  intervention if OA is     confined 

   
  to a     single   joint. 

Cox‐2 Inhibitors   

   

1, 2    If unable to     tolerate NSAIDs and 
  failed   Acetaminophen therapy 

Adults   ,   not to     be   used in
  with any   CV risk factors 

  people Short     term treatment  Consider   co     morbidities, no 
CV risk factors   

Diacerein 46, 47   After   failing   other   therapies  Adults  Studies lasted   
years 

  2 months to 3  Consider   co   morbidities, 
shown     to have   minimal     pain 
relief 

  Acute 
Injury   

Sports  Ice/Heat   2  Immediately for   first 1‐4 days  All   ages  For    first 1‐4  days   Instruct   on   timing   to   
cause     tissue   damage 

not 

  Acetaminophen  4g/day  maximum   2  Immediately  Adults    Can be long     term Consider   co   morbidities 
NSAIDs   2, 12   Immediately,       recommended 

  to try     acetaminophen first 
Adults  Short     term Consider   co   morbidities 

  Neuropathic Pain   Acetaminophen  4g/day  maximum    48   Immediately  Adults    Can be long     term Consider   co   morbidities 

Anticonvulsants 49,   50   After   failing     acetaminophen Adults    Can be long     term Have a side   effect     profile that 
must     be   monitored. 
Carbamezapine     and 
gabapentin     found to   most 
effective,     some showing   

  crabamezapine to     be  more 
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effective     with lower   NNT     and 
higher   NNH   

  Systemic administration of local   anesthetics  After   failing     acetaminophen Adults    Undetermined   Can be  as  effective   as 
51    anticonvulsants.  Monitor   for   

  side effects 
Antidepressantsv34,   52   After   failing     acetaminophen. Adults    Can be long   term, TCAs  Monitor   for     side effects, 

(amitriptyline)     and   Venlafaxine follow    black  box   warnings. 
shown     to be   most     effective. Newer   SSRIs have   less 
Not   shown     to be     effective in   HIV    evidence supporting   their     use 
neuropathies    in   neuropathic pain 

Post‐Herpetic     Pain Anticonvulsants 49   Immediately  Adults  While   symptoms   last    Can cause drowsiness 
Fibromyalgia  Supervised     Aerobic/Strength 

  exercise  53, 54,   55   
training   Immediately,    for  at least 20   

minutes   a day 3   times a   week 
All   ages    Life   long, most studies were 

  conducted on   average    for  12   
Consider   co   morbidities 

weeks,   3‐24 weeks. 
  Cognitive Behavioral    Therapy  54,   56  Immediately  Adults  Data showed   

months 
 results     from 6‐30  Works    best as  a 

  multidisciplinary approach 
Amitriptyline   54, 57,   58  Immediately  Adults  While   beneficial   Does have     side effect profile, 

  tolerance to   effect   can   occur 
  Cyclobenzaprine  54, 57   Typically is after   exercise, 

acetaminophen     and 
Adults  While   beneficial     Significant side effects 

  amitriptyline 
Acupuncture   54,   59, 60   After     exercise and     amitriptyline Adults  While   beneficial     Mild/weak evidence 
Deep     tissue   message 54   Immediately  Adults  While   beneficial     Mild/weak evidence 
Fluoxetine    54  Typically start with   exercise,  Adults  While   beneficial     Secondary to amitriptyline, 

  acetaminophen, and can be   used   in     conjunction 
  amitriptyline first    with tricyclics 

  Dual‐reuptake  inhibitors (SNRIs): 54  Immediately  Adults  While     beneficial Weaker     evidence than 
previous medications 

Gabapentin   61   Immediately  Audlts  While     beneficial, studied over   a  Consider   co   morbidities 
12   week     period 

  Pregabalin 54,   62, 63   Immediately  Adults  While     beneficial Still   under     investigation, one 
study   showing   positive   results 

Dental     Pain   Acetaminophen 64,     65 Immediately  All   ages    As needed Consider   co   morbidities 
NSAIDs   65   Immediately  Adults    As needed Consider   co   morbidities 
Acupuncture    57, 66     Immediately postop Adults  1‐4   sessions 

  Pelvic Pain 
(dysmenorrheal) 

  Directed   exercise program 67   Immediately  All   ages  Life   long     Consider   co morbidities 
  Acetaminophen   68 During   first 3   days   of  Adults    While   beneficial   Consider   co morbidities 

  menstruation 
NSAIDs     68, 69   During first 3   days   

  menstruation 
of  Adults    While   beneficial   Consider   co morbidities 

  Oral contraceptives     70 Immediately  Adults/Adolescents    While   beneficial   Consider   co   morbidities, can 
  be traditional     or   extended 

continuous     cycle 
  Acupuncture   71 Immediately  Adults    10   visits over 3 months    Consider   co morbidities 

  Chinese herbal     medication   72   After   other interventions  Adults    While   beneficial Not     all interactions    known 
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  with other   medications 
  Pelvic Pain 

(chronic   pelvic 
pain) 

  Directed   exercise program 73   Immediately  All   ages    Life long   Consider   co   morbidities 
Medroxyprogesterone   acetate   73   Immediately  Adults  Not   found   

months 
to   be   effected   after   9  Consider   co   morbidities 

Goserelin   73   After   failing   
therapies 

  more   conservative Adults  As long   as beneficial, cannot     be 
taken   longer   than   six months 

Consider   co   morbidities, 
  extensive   side effects 

  Pelvic Pain 
(Endometriosis) 

Danazol   74   After   failing   
therapy 

  conservative Adults  For   up   to   6 months  Consider   co   morbidities, 
  extensive   side effects 

OCPs 75   Immediately  Adults  While   beneficial   Consider   co   morbidities 
Goserelin   75   After   failing   

therapies 
  more   conservative Adults  While   

taken   
  beneficial, cannot be 

for   longer   than   six months 
Consider   co   morbidities, 

  extensive   side effects 
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Appendix 12 – Suggested Language on Naloxone for Pain Management 
Agreement 

• I understand that “overdose” is a risk of opioid therapy which can lead to death. I 
understand and can recognize the signs and symptoms of overdose including respiratory 
depression. 

• I understand that I will be prescribed naloxone because overdose is a risk of opioid 
therapy. I understand that naloxone is a drug that can reverse opioid overdose. I 
understand when and how to use naloxone. 
o I understand it is strongly encouraged to share information about naloxone with my 

family and friends. 
o I understand it is strongly encouraged to teach family and friends how to respond to 

an overdose. 
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Appendix 13 – Suggested Patient Pain Medication Agreement and Consent 
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Appendix 14 – Suggested Treatment Plan Using Prescription Opioids 
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Appendix 15 – Suggested Strategies for Tapering and Weaning 
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